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Two Photographs and Their Stories of New Mexico’s
Statehood
David V. Holtby

E

arly in the afternoon of Saturday, 6 January 1912, thirteen guests from
New Mexico joined Pres. William Howard Taft in his private office. The
twelve men and one woman, along with four cabinet secretaries, braved the
chilly thirteen degree temperature and arrived at the White House under an
overcast sky. Inside the White House, everyone undoubtedly warmed up when
the president signed the proclamation approving New Mexico’s entry into the
Union. Taft spoke but two sentences: “Well, it is all over, I am glad to give you
life,” and pausing to smile, he added, “I hope you will be healthy.” Taft was
the last of fifteen presidents to preside over New Mexico as a U.S. territory,
and his eighteen words both acknowledged the government’s patrimony and
ended six decades of hard political labor aimed at attaining self-rule. Several
photographers captured the occasion, and soon the picture would hang in
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New Mexico’s twenty-six county courthouses. The guests went outside and
posed for another photograph on the White House steps.1
President Taft likely spoke off the cuff. The allusions to a birth and a new
creation may have been the obvious metaphors for the event, but today his
words seem unduly paternalistic. What went unsaid is noteworthy. He ignored
New Mexico’s three-hundred-year history under three different national flags
in addition to its three millennia of continuous indigenous occupation. With
five words—“Well, it is all over”—Taft brushed aside six decades of delays
and disappointments that stemmed largely from inaction or obstruction in
Washington, D.C. Also, his words summarily dismissed decades of carping
and misrepresentations by opponents of statehood—as if these, too, had
never occurred or were insignificant. In a ceremony that lasted less than five
minutes, perhaps the most important omission is that Taft made no reference
to his decisive role in securing statehood for both New Mexico and Arizona,
the latter entering the Union on 14 February. Following his election on 3
November 1908, Taft began a political battle for New Mexico statehood. The
decisive moment arrived a year after his election when he told Sen. Albert J.
Beveridge, chair of the Senate Committee on Territories, to end his eight-year
obstruction of New Mexico and Arizona statehood. Taft expected him to be
a good “Administration Republican,” and to fall in line with the support of
statehood. Senator Beveridge and Congress passed the necessary enabling
bill, which the president signed on 20 June 1910. Then, on 6 January 1912 at
1:35 PM, New Mexico drew its first breath as a state.2
The two photographs recording the arrival of New Mexico statehood are
documents no less important to “read” than the proclamation signed that
wintry afternoon (see ill. 1 and ill. 2). Each one offers a separate narrative.
Presidential or executive power is the dominant theme of the ceremony in
Taft’s office, and the point is reinforced in the composition of the photograph.
The image positions the witnesses in the shadows and on the periphery. But
a definite shift in political authority had occurred. By signing the proclamation, Taft both ceded unchecked federal authority and ushered in an era of
popularly elected state officials. On the White House steps, a new hierarchy
of power determined the alignment of those present at the signing: state officials in the first row, citizens behind them, and senior federal officials in
the last row, with their respective tiers corresponding to new responsibilities
in a three-way partnership.
The photographs are celebratory and self-congratulatory and they deliberately exclude two key people: former president Theodore Roosevelt
and Senator Beveridge (ill. 3 and ill. 4). Both politicians will always loom
large in any account of how New Mexico became a state. Also missing are
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ill. 1. president william h. taft signing the proclamation of new
mexico’s statehood on 6 january 1912
(Photograph courtesy Library of Congress, Prints and Photographs Digital
Collection, image no. hec2009007180) Also reproduced in Ralph Emerson
Twitchell, Leading Facts of New Mexican History, 5 vols. (1911–1917, repr.;
Albuquerque, N.Mex.: Horn and Wallace, 1963) 2:596.

ill. 2. photograph of new mexicans on the steps of the white house
immediately after the statehood ceremony in president taft’s private
office
(Photograph courtesy William A. Keleher Collection, [PICT 000-742-0256],
Center for Southwest Research, University Libraries, University of New
Mexico, Albuquerque, New Mexico)
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ill. 3. president
theodore roosevelt,
an official portrait
in early January 1908
when he had fourteen
months remaining in
office
(Photograph courtesy
Library of Congress,
Prints and Photographs
Digital Collection,
image no. 2009633122)

ill. 4. senator albert j. beveridge,
republican of indiana, early in
his tenure as chair of the senate
committee on territories from
december 1901 to march 1911
(Photograph courtesy Library of Congress,
Prints and Photographs Digital Collection,
image no. ggb2006005978)

representatives of four groups tallied in the census of 1910: Nuevomexicanos
(155,155); Native Americans (20,575); African Americans (1,628); and Asians
(504). The European American population was 149,439, or 45.6 percent of
the territory’s 327,301 residents. The photographs also present a greater gender
imbalance than existed in the New Mexico Territory: in 1910, 114,295 men
and 92,257 women comprised the population aged fifteen and older, or 12.5
men to every 10 women. Finally, the photographs contain no children, but
youngsters under the age of fifteen constituted 37 percent of the total population in 1910, a proportion consistent across the West, where they “made up
a substantial part, in some places a majority, of western settlers.”3
While the photographs skew the narrative toward the European American experience, two questions restore a balanced perspective: What was the
significance of statehood to New Mexico and its citizens, and how does the
past inform the understanding of developments now and in the future? At
the outset, we can give one brief answer to each question. First and foremost,
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entering the Union conferred political independence—an end to federal
control and the beginning of home rule. Statehood, according to the Las
Vegas (N.Mex.) La Voz del Pueblo newspaper, meant “No longer will [we]
be governed from afar like a foreign colony.” For New Mexicans, statehood
completed a political decolonization in which the people’s liberation came
in being full citizens and not occupied subjects. As New Mexicans rejoiced,
Felipe Maximiliano Chacón, poet and journalist, penned “To New Mexico,
On Being Admitted as a State.” Acknowledging the struggle endured by those
“who have suffered / With you numerous disappointments” and “The unjust
insults of many years,” he proclaimed, “A glorious and shining star” had been
placed “Forever on the American Flag.” He urged the people to “See that
honor writes your story,” and he greeted the new era with “An enthusiastic
chorus of hurrahs,” and the cry, “Long live New Mexico, the State.”4
The sixteen individuals gathered on the White House steps appear subdued as they shed the old order of territorial status for the bright future of
home rule and popular sovereignty. This transition of power defined new
political responsibilities, and a century later issues of governance in New
Mexico that had roiled the territory still recur in the twenty-first century:
stewarding economic development and natural resource use; instituting
wise environmental practices; ensuring cultural continuity amid great shifts
in technology and market forces; and creating political processes that curb
corruption and promote government of, for, and by the people.
Statehood’s Political Stories
Growth and experimentation preceded 6 January 1912, all the while inspiring
people—both present and absent in the photographs—to work toward adding
New Mexico’s star to the U.S. flag as the forty-seventh state. When finally
achieved, statehood heralded a new political era in both New Mexico and
the nation’s capital. In these two images, the White House is far more than
a backdrop. It is, in fact, a quintessential symbol of federal power, and it has
a commanding presence in both photographs. During the height of the Progressive Era, the final push for statehood coincided with an unprecedented
expansion of government programs that remade the landscape of New
Mexico after 1900. Millions of acres were set aside as federal forest reserves,
and the federal government initiated irrigation and reclamation projects
that brought both water and tens of thousands of new settlers—mostly
homesteaders—between 1900 and 1910. Moreover, the government’s dam
building also pumped more than fifteen million dollars into New Mexico
in a dozen or so years. That infusion of federal money prepared people for
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seek even more government projects that would enhance both their quality
of life and their economic fortunes.5
The photographs also suggest a political separation between Arizona and
New Mexico that Congress had never acknowledged. For decades Congress
had linked the territories of New Mexico and Arizona whenever statehood was
addressed, and the enabling bill of 20 June 1910 still yoked the two territories
together. Congress crafted a single political process for state formation and
applied it to both territories. Once Taft signed the enabling bill, Democraticcontrolled Arizona and Republican-dominated New Mexico wrote, approved,
and forwarded their respective constitutions to Congress and the president.
But almost immediately it was clear that the two territories would not complete the required steps in a similar fashion or on the same schedule. Stark
partisan differences emerged in and portended major complications for the
two territories, especially on the issue of granting direct citizen influence
in the state’s political life. The most divisive issues concerned voter-created
checks on government through initiative, referendum, and the recall of
elected officials, particularly judges. All three stood at the heart of political
reform in the Progressive Era.
President Taft opposed these measures, especially recalls. Shortly before
the New Mexico constitutional convention in early October 1910, Taft dispatched his most trusted political advisor, Pmstr. Gen. Frank H. Hitchcock,
to meet with key delegates in Albuquerque. Hitchcock had been traveling to
New Mexico on Republican Party business since 1907, and on the president’s
behalf, he explained Taft’s objections to the three issues and “its probable
effect with reference to [the constitution’s] rejection or otherwise by the
President.” As a result, only a watered-down referendum process was included
in New Mexico’s constitution, but Arizona embraced all three Progressive
reforms: the initiative, referendum, and recall. Voter approval followed on 21
January 1911 in New Mexico and 9 February in Arizona. Only in New Mexico,
though, did rancor erupt over allegations of fraudulent voting. Congress
later investigated the charges and dismissed them. But when the congressional bill accepting the two constitutions finally reached the White House
on 15 August, Taft vetoed it. In the following two days, intense negotiations
produced an agreement between the president and congressional leaders to
put statehood back on track. Arizona voters had to rescind the recall clause,
and New Mexicans had to vote on—but were not required to accept—a less
restrictive process to amend their constitution. Following House and Senate
approval of this agreement, Taft signed the legislation into law on the Monday
afternoon of 21 August. On 7 November, Arizona and New Mexico voters
approved the respective modifications to their constitutions. But Arizona
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proved incorrigible on the issue of recall. In November 1912, Arizona voters
amended their constitution to reinstate it.6
Political brinksmanship over statehood did not end with New Mexico
acceding to the president and the August dictate by Congress. A telegram
arrived in Santa Fe from Washington, D.C. on Thursday night, 4 January
1912, and delivered dismaying news: statehood could not go forward. Shortly
afterward the White House canceled the 10:00 AM ceremony set for Friday.
The headline in the Albuquerque (N.Mex.) Morning Journal on Saturday, 6
January, read: “STATEHOOD ONCE MORE HELD UP / LITIGATION THIS TIME.” The
Department of Justice had intervened in an attempt “to recover lands in New
Mexico alleged to have been acquired wrongfully by the Alamogordo Lumber
Company.” The dispute involved land and timber rights in Otero County
sold by New Mexico Territory in 1901. Six years later, the Justice Department
began filing lawsuits to challenge timber and land sales in Otero County and
elsewhere in the territory, which had been negotiated between 1901 and 1906.
The litigation continued until the eve of New Mexico statehood when the
Justice Department thwarted the event. In response to a recent ruling by a
territorial district court that remanded the Alamogordo Lumber Company
case to New Mexico’s state judicial system, the Justice Department sought to
protect its jurisdiction and pursue the lawsuit in federal court. Federal lawyers
persuaded President Taft, an expert on constitutional law and a future chief
justice of the U.S. Supreme Court, to withhold his proclamation of statehood until New Mexico Territory provided written assurance that this case
would continue in federal court. The telegram announcing the government’s
demand poured ice water onto celebrants toasting New Mexico’s final hours
as a territory and reminded them of all that was objectionable about territorial
status: they were under the thumb of the federal government. Acting quickly,
Territorial governor William J. Mills obediently yielded to the ultimatum and
forwarded the required papers to the Department of Justice, and after a day’s
delay, the rescheduled signing ceremony took place.7
The photograph shot inside the White House contrasts markedly with the
second one taken on the White House steps following the signing ceremony.
The interior image shows the president sitting at his desk with the proclamation and a duplicate spread before him, but the faces of almost all of the
witnesses are not discernable. Outside on the steps, all sixteen attendees are
visible, and their outerwear conveys the brisk Washington weather. Thirteen
of the sixteen individuals have been identified and the names of two others
can be inferred. New Mexico legislators stood on the first row: from the
left, Harvey B. Fergusson, Democratic congressman; William H. Andrews,
Republican territorial delegate; George Curry, Republican congressman;
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and John Baron Burg, Democratic state legislator and Albuquerque attorney. From the left in the second row are Amasa B. McGaffey, prominent in
western New Mexico’s lumber industry; Edith (Talbot) Barnes, daughter of
a politically prominent Phoenix businessman and wife of Will C. Barnes;
Mabel (Fox) McGaffey, daughter of an Albuquerque jeweler and wife of A.
B. McGaffey; Will C. Barnes, head of the Forest Service grazing division;
John Roberts, aide to George Curry; Charles Curry, Curry’s son; and Ira M.
Bond, Washington correspondent for various New Mexico newspapers. In
the top row on the far left is James G. Darden, a lobbyist representing New
Mexico businesses. The next two men are most likely Sect. of Interior Walter
L. Fisher and Postmaster General Hitchcock followed by Arthur C. Ringland,
the district [regional] forester for New Mexico and Arizona. An unidentified
man stands at the end.8
Three individuals not present at the signing ceremony played decisive roles
in the statehood struggles of New Mexico and Arizona during the preceding
decade. The first was Republican senator Beveridge of Indiana, who used
his position as chair of the Senate Committee on Territories between 1901
and 1911 to delay statehood for partisan political reasons. In his campaign of
obstruction, Beveridge did the bidding
of the most powerful man in the Senate, Republican Nelson W. Aldrich
of Rhode Island, who is the second
figure notably missing in the photographs (ill. 5). Distinguished political
historian Lewis L. Gould explained
that, beginning in 1901, “an attempt to
obtain the admission of the territories
of Arizona and New Mexico ran into
the determined opposition of Senator
Aldrich and the Republican leadership.” Elected to his fourth Senate
term by his state’s legislature in 1898,
Aldrich controlled all committee assignments; that power also permitted
ill. 5. senator nelson w. aldrich,
him to act as the gatekeeper of legislarepublican of rhode island, in his
tion introduced to the Senate chamber
fifth and final term (1905–1911)
and to determine which bills reached
(Photograph courtesy Library of
the Senate floor for final deliberation.
Congress, Prints and Photographs
His loss of power under Democratic
Digital Collection, image no.
president Grover Cleveland’s second
hec2009003326)
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administration (1893–1897) had remained a bitter memory. The six new
states admitted to the Union in 1889 and 1890 had voted overwhelmingly
for Cleveland. Aldrich’s biographer, Nathaniel Wright Stephenson, notes,
“He had burnt his fingers once admitting States that proved a danger to his
party, and he did not propose to do it again.” Accordingly, Aldrich appointed
the ambitious Beveridge to chair the Senate Committee on Territories in
December 1901 with the understanding that he was to stall all efforts to grant
New Mexico, Arizona, and Oklahoma statehood. Beveridge jealously guarded
the power and prerogatives of Aldrich and like-minded senators from the
Midwest and New England until 1907, when Oklahoma entered the Union.
Thereafter, he blocked the arrival of new senators from New Mexico and
Arizona until both he and Aldrich had exited Congress.9
Neither Aldrich nor Beveridge ever publically acknowledged their political motives, although newspapers openly discussed them. Instead, the two
senators dredged up accusations, such as “lack of fitness,” to justify denying
statehood to southwestern territories, especially New Mexico. Beveridge railed
endlessly about how Nuevomexicanos retained their Spanish language and
Hispanic culture and had not assimilated into Anglo American society. In
1903 he declared that New Mexico’s “enormous ‘Mexican’ preponderance
in population, whose solidity [after] fifty years of American influence has
not changed[,] is the chief reason against the admission of that territory.”
Beveridge repeatedly rationalized his actions to himself and others:
I did not show any disposition to please and conciliate; [upon my
saying] that you rather gently chided me for it; that I turned to you and
said that you did not understand me; that I did not care a snap of my
fingers whether I stayed in public life or not unless I could do things
for the people; that it wasn’t material whether the people appreciate
enough what I did for them or even knew of it—the chief thing was the
doing of the work. . . . [W]hether I drop dead tomorrow or thirty years
from now, I want to know in my heart and to have the record show that
I have been of some use to the cause of righteousness and justice.10
This self-appointed guardian of “righteousness and justice” had significant
domestic legislative accomplishments—in food safety, child labor, and
conservation—but he maligned Nuevomexicanos solely to serve political
expediency. Such tactics led one historian of his home state to observe the
following: “[Beveridge] believed almost nothing very deeply, and nearly
everything he did believe deeply was false or base.” In fact Beveridge’s shallowness was unremarkable among Senate Republican leaders between 1900
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and 1910. Yet even the Republican leaders of the Senate faced declining
support among their public constituents. Historian Samuel Eliot Morison
later observed, “Their orations, once listened to by enraptured audiences,
now seem but sounding brass and tinkling cymbal.”11
Former president Theodore Roosevelt is the third figure absent from the
photographs. In the months leading up to the election of 1908, Roosevelt
wrote thirteen private letters to Taft, his hand-picked successor. In these
communications, he offered candid—and cordial—advice on how to win
the election and succeed as president. Roosevelt’s implicit assumption was
that Taft would continue all his policies and, in effect, act as his political
proxy. Within fifteen months of Taft’s inauguration, however, a public rift,
evident in their differences over wilderness conservation, opened between
them. In fact, Taft had not sought a fight with Roosevelt and actually applied much of what he suggested—even recognizing the importance of the
West in the upcoming election—in the letters from 1908. While statehood
for New Mexico and Arizona never received explicit mention in their correspondence, Roosevelt urged Taft to attend to the western states as a check
on a drift toward Democratic voting. In the presidential election of 1908, the
newest state, Oklahoma, went to Democrat William Jennings Bryan. Taft
understood the importance of holding onto Republican-oriented states in
the West from Roosevelt’s letters and his own experience. In the election of
1912, New Mexico represented such a prospect while Arizona leaned toward
the Democratic Party.12
The election results of 1912 sorely disappointed Taft. Creating the Bull
Moose Party, Roosevelt ran for president against him. New Mexico and
Arizona voted overwhelmingly for the Democratic presidential candidate,
Woodrow Wilson. New Mexico’s popular vote divided as follows: Wilson, 41.4
percent; Taft, 35.9 percent; Roosevelt, 16.1 percent; and the Socialist Eugene
Debs, 5.8 percent. Despite losing in New Mexico, Taft actually fared better
among its voters than among voters nationwide, where Taft received just 23
percent to Roosevelt’s 27 percent. During the election of 1912, Beveridge,
the enfant terrible of statehood, reprised his spoiler’s role and served as a key
advisor to Roosevelt.
A cruel irony exists when contrasting actions taken by Roosevelt and Taft
in pursuit of statehood. Taft provided decisive leadership and imposed his
will on a recalcitrant Congress, especially the Senate. He secured statehood
whereas Roosevelt failed. Taft succeeded because he exerted the very executive leadership that Roosevelt talked about so much but never brought to
bear on New Mexico statehood. Yet today historians remember Roosevelt’s
critique of Taft’s presidency—that his successor was ineffective and weak—a
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theme hammered home in speeches during the presidential election of 1912
when Roosevelt’s Bull Moose Party drained votes away from Taft’s re-election
bid and consigned him to a one-term presidency.13
Today, Taft receives no lasting credit for his political adroitness in securing statehood for New Mexico and Arizona, and Roosevelt is forgiven for
his inability to deliver on his promises and for pushing joint New Mexico
and Arizona statehood for nearly five years. The different approaches taken
by these two presidents mirrored a divided mind in the Republican Party.
Prior to 1912, the Republican Party endorsed statehood for New Mexico and
Arizona territories in 1896, 1900, and 1908. In 1904, amid much turmoil over
uniting Arizona and New Mexico as one state, they dropped all mention of
expanding the Union. Yet with three Republican presidents occupying the
White House beginning in 1897—William McKinley, Theodore Roosevelt,
and William Howard Taft—and with commanding majorities in both the
House and Senate up to March 1911, one question is inescapable: why did
Republicans take so long to deliver on their promise of statehood? A large
part of the response lies in Senator Beveridge’s obstructionist tactics, but that
is an incomplete and unsatisfactory answer.
Exercising Presidential Power
The nature of Taft’s and Roosevelt’s presidential leadership must be understood by first considering the differences between how they used advisors.
Roosevelt addressed himself to this matter immediately after winning reelection in November 1904. He wrote letters to two close friends—George
H. Putnam, his publisher, and Owen Wister, novelist and author of the
recently published The Virginian—chiding them for questioning why he
deferred to certain powerful Republican senators who were not aligned with
his administration’s policies. In brusque and defensive language, Roosevelt
lectured Putnam about the necessity of respecting the power and authority
of all U.S. senators, including recently deceased Pennsylvania Republican,
political boss, and ardent statehood advocate Sen. Matthew S. Quay:
I have dealt with Quay and with all similar men, not because I regard
them as making me President, not because I had anything selfish to
expect from them, but because, not being a fool, and having certain
policies for the welfare of the Republic at heart, I realized I could
succeed in these policies only by working with the men of prominence
in the Republican party. The Senators, under the first article of the
Constitution, are the official advisors whom I must consult.14
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Roosevelt deferred to the Senate and even allowed Republican senators
to oppose him on statehood year after year. From the outset of Roosevelt’s
presidency in 1901, the Senate’s internal divisions over statehood trumped
the president’s desire to enlarge the Union. In contrast President Taft cajoled
and coerced the Senate to follow his lead on statehood. He never publicly
diminished the Senate’s important role, but he applied pressure on its members. Throughout 1909 and 1910, he repeatedly pledged in public to honor his
party’s statehood plank, and in private he leaned hard on Senator Beveridge
and others to follow his lead. He spent the late summer and early fall of 1909
cajoling Beveridge as well as wooing New Mexicans. In a day-long train trip
with five stops in the New Mexico Territory in mid-October, he made his
strongest public pledge to date. One trumpeted in an Albuquerque (N.Mex.)
Morning Journal headline: “PRESIDENT WINS HEARTS OF ALL NEW MEXICANS /
MOST POWERFUL MAN IN NATION STANDS AS CHAMPION OF STATEHOOD.” During
his visit, Taft also pointedly dismissed those politicians and pundits who carped
about New Mexico Territory’s lack of “fitness.” Drawing on his own experience
as governor of the Philippines nearly a decade earlier, he mentioned his own
facility in what he deemed a “beautiful language” and then at some length
praised the “Spanish descended people” for their “hospitality and kindness,
generosity and courtesy.” He found Nuevomexicanos a high-minded group,
“loyal to the flag and able to serve their country when it is necessary.” He also
outlined his plans to make statehood a legislative priority in the upcoming
Sixty-First Congress. But not everyone in New Mexico embraced Taft, and
trenchant doubt about his ability to deliver on his pledge was published in
the Democratic-leaning Las Vegas (N.Mex.) La Voz del Pueblo.15
Taft acted as legislator-in-chief when he sparred with Congress over a bill
enabling statehood. In this effort, his indispensable whip became Postmaster
General Hitchcock, who is unquestionably the all-but-forgotten pivotal figure in steering statehood through Congress in the years 1909 through 1911.
Entirely consistent with his quiet role is that he is unidentifiable in the official photograph of President Taft’s signing of the proclamation. Just as the
dim lighting conspired against a clear photograph, shadows likewise shroud
much of Hitchcock’s political work, particularly at crucial moments in the
process. But he had the ear and the confidence of President Taft. Hitchcock
also allied with Delegate Andrews, who helped write the enabling bill and
enlisted his own powerful allies for its support. Principal among them was
his close friend, Pennsylvania senator Boies Penrose. After Senator Aldrich’s
departure in March of 1911, Penrose became the new Republican power in
Congress. In addition to Hitchcock’s impressive credentials as Taft’s liaison
to Congress, he had earned the loyalty of the president and congressional
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Republicans while chairing the Republican National Committee during
Taft’s successful campaign in 1908. Today, if Hitchcock is remembered,
it is because he was the first postmaster general to recognize the potential
of airplanes to move mail faster. He also secured a spot in history when he
became the first government official to pledge publicly to the children of
America that all their letters to Santa Claus would be delivered.
But how had he worked to promote New Mexico’s statehood? An answer
emerges from the results of a meeting President Taft and Hitchcock had
with Senator Beveridge at the White House on Saturday, 29 January 1910, to
discuss statehood. Taft and Hitchcock agreed to allow Beveridge a free hand
in revising the enabling bill the House passed in January, and the following
Tuesday the White House announced an agreement with leaders of the Senate and House over five of the president’s legislative priorities for the next
five months. Statehood for New Mexico and Arizona headed the list of bills
to be shepherded through Congress by the end of June. Swift action began
barely two weeks later when Beveridge opened his committee’s hearings, and
in the second week of March, the Senate Committee on Territories approved
the enabling bill and forwarded it to the full Senate. Beveridge soon told
friends in Arizona: “The bill will surely pass this session. The kickers cannot
stop it. The opposition is small and dissolving. Arizona and New Mexico will
become states.”16
Why had Beveridge changed his mind on the statehood issue? Hitchcock,
as President Taft’s negotiator, played a decisive role in swaying the senator
in many private discussions. But the true measure of Hitchcock’s political
savvy was evident in his ability to keep Beveridge on track, even after the
American public discovered in late March 1910 that, for several weeks, Taft
had been actively conspiring to oust Beveridge at the April convention of
Indiana Republicans. Taft had carefully timed his effort to ensure that Beveridge’s committee approved the enabling bill on 10 March before he started
to undermine the senator in his home state. In early April, after Beveridge
and his allies saw clearly that he would be his party’s Senate candidate, he
openly split with the president in a major speech criticizing Taft’s economic
policies, particularly his high tariffs.17
Hitchcock stood in the middle of this very public political feud, with the
fate of New Mexico statehood hanging in the balance. He still had to guide
the enabling bill through the full Senate, where it went into a queue of more
than nine thousand bills. Hitchcock’s task grew much more complicated in
late March, in part due to the rift between the president and Beveridge but
also because President Taft, changing his legislative priorities, placed a railway
bill ahead of statehood as his first goal. Over the next two and half months
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the Mann-Elkins Act, which reduced and regulated rates charged by the railroads, occasioned much jostling between Democrats and Republicans, and
also triggered clashes within the president’s own party over his approach to
economic issues. Beveridge and other Republicans loyal to former president
Roosevelt refused to vote for a railway bill, thus forcing Hitchcock and the
president to turn to the Democrats for support. In this political wrangling,
statehood became the crucial bargaining chip used by Hitchcock to cobble
together a “deal” that would pass the Mann-Elkins Act. In exchange for their
support, Democrats received assurances that statehood would also come to
a final vote, pursuing a long-time Democratic legislative priority to add new
states in the belief they would send Democrats to the Congress. The MannElkins Act cleared the Senate in early June, and as work began to reconcile the
House and Senate versions the statehood bill moved forward. Taft and other
supporters quickly realized that Beveridge had to be on board for it to pass. As
a result, Taft ceased ostracizing Beveridge, and brought him and Hitchcock
to the White House for a private discussion in mid-June. In a late-evening
session of Congress on Saturday, 18 June, both the Mann-Elkins Act and the
statehood enabling bill cleared each chamber. President Taft immediately
signed the Mann-Elkins Act at 10:15 PM, but waited until Monday, 20 June
1910, to sign the enabling legislation.18
The extent to which Hitchcock navigated the final passage of the enabling
bill in such roiled waters is hinted at in a letter Beveridge wrote on the day
the president signed the bill: “The people of the two new states ought to know
how much Frank Hitchcock did to secure the passage of this bill. During
the present session no man has been so powerful and effective a friend of
statehood as Mr. Hitchcock.” The senator also noted that “his name has, of
course, not gotten into the public prints.” Hitchcock left public service after
Taft’s defeat in 1912, and he had a long and highly successful career as a corporate attorney in New York City. As time passed, he remained interested in
New Mexico and reportedly “owned the controlling interest” in a newspaper,
the Las Vegas (N.Mex.) Optic, in 1929. In the November election of 1910,
Indiana’s voters began to move toward the Democratic Party when John W.
Kern decisively defeated Beveridge in his bid for a third term in the Senate,
Woodrow Wilson carried Indiana in the fall of 1912, and Senator Kern became
a key ally of the incoming Democratic president.19
When Taft stepped into the presidency, the Democratic Party was on the
rise. In the elections of 1908, it sent 171 members to the House and 32 to the
Senate. Two years later, Democrats captured the House with 230 seats and
made a strong showing in the Senate with 43 members. As Taft began his
third year in office on 4 March 1911, the political landscape had changed. For
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the first time, ten states—five of which were located west of the Mississippi
River—sent a Republican and a Democratic senator. This split occurred
when states enacted reforms that would later coalesce into federal law as the
Seventeenth Amendment of the U.S. Constitution. These reforms mandated
the popular election of U.S. senators after 31 May 1913. The Democratic Party’s
ascendancy culminated in taking over the White House and both chambers
of the Congress in the November elections of 1912. But in 1909 and 1910, Taft
read correctly that the parties’ shifting numbers and the resulting political
realignment meant that he needed to work with Democrats. Statehood and
the Mann-Elkins Act were the first fruits of that collaboration. Each side
traded support for a key piece of legislation, and Taft’s quid pro quo brought
a political change that had long eluded New Mexicans.20
Taft was one of three presidents between 1901 and 1920 who augmented
their political power. This shift began with Roosevelt’s conservation policies
and the subsequent expansion of executive departments to advance that
agenda. The process continued under Taft and is evident in his maneuvering
to secure passage of the enabling act. It is particularly visible in his presidential
veto of August 1911, when he forced Congress and the territories to accept his
terms for the admission of new states. Yet neither Roosevelt nor Taft increased
presidential power as much as Democratic president Woodrow Wilson did
during and after World War I. In many respects, the Senate’s rejection of the
Treaty of Versailles—passionately advocated by Wilson—in 1919 and the nation’s election of Warren G. Harding in 1920 began a thirteen-year roll-back
of presidential power.
Viewed in this context, New Mexico’s entry into the Union was at about
the midpoint in the rise of presidential power during the early twentieth
century. Yet a wide gulf separated Roosevelt and Taft in their exercise of
presidential authority, and these differences had implications for their approaches to statehood. Roosevelt acted independently when no law could
be found to restrain him, invoking executive orders to create national forests
and national monuments. He also had a tendency to play fast and loose with
public lands by arguing that “the ends justify the means.” Taft, a constitutional
lawyer, would have none of it. Generally speaking, he insisted on working
with Congress on conservation policies and public land issues. These differing styles of governance—namely legal and constitutional requirements
versus free-wheeling administrative mandates—led to a public and heated
dispute between Sect. of the Interior Richard A. Ballinger, a Taft appointee,
and Gifford Pinchot, chief of the U.S. Forest Service and a Roosevelt-era
holdover. The controversy led to Taft’s dismissal of Pinchot in 1910, an act
that contributed to a rupture of the Republican Party in 1912.21
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Does Roosevelt’s decision to mount a third-party challenge through
his Bull Moose candidacy in 1912 have any connection to Taft’s success in
securing New Mexico and Arizona statehood? The short answer is “yes.”
From the time Roosevelt returned from his fifteen-month trip to Europe and
Africa, disembarking in New York on the day Congress approved statehood
(18 June 1910), he began finding fault with Taft’s actions. Slowly, he moved
from private expressions of disappointment, to public criticism, and then to
an outright break in late March 1912. The antecedents of the rift were fully
evident in a letter Roosevelt wrote to a long-time friend in late August 1911. “I
have been much disappointed in Taft,” he declared. “But like many another
man, though a most admirable lieutenant, he is not particularly wise or efficient as a leader. As was probably inevitable, he . . . [became] very anxious
to emphasize the contrast between our administrations by sundering himself
from my especial friends and followers, and appearing therefore as the great,
wise conservative.”22
Roosevelt packed into those sentences three grievances that intersect with
statehood: the first two stem from Taft’s political tactics and legal principles,
while the third simply suggests a bruised ego. Almost immediately upon
taking office, Taft “sundered himself from my especial friends,” Roosevelt
complained, most particularly from one of Roosevelt’s oldest and most-trusted
political allies, Senator Beveridge. The charge that Taft sought to “appear
as the great, wise conservative” was a two-fold criticism. Roosevelt recoiled
over what he regarded as Taft’s coziness with “such national Republican
leaders as Nelson Aldrich and Boies Penrose,” who were beholden to eastern
“railroads and industrialists.” These two senators and their mutual friend
Delegate Andrews had played important roles in the final push to secure
statehood in 1910; perhaps no action was more decisive for statehood than
Aldrich’s about-face to throw his support behind Taft. Moreover, Taft’s hostility
toward the referendum, initiative, and recall flew in the face of Roosevelt’s
well-known support for these Progressive-backed expressions of popular sovereignty. Finally, the charge that Taft was “not particularly wise or efficient
as a leader” shows more than a hint of sour grapes. A good friend who spent
an evening with Roosevelt in the early spring of 1912 noted his “egotism,
faith in his own doctrines, fondness for power and present hostility to Taft.”
The contrast between Taft’s success in attaining statehood and Roosevelt’s
failure to do so heightened the latter’s desire to complete unfinished business
as president. When his dinner companion asked him why he wanted a third
term, Roosevelt replied, “It is complex. I like power; but I care nothing to
be President as President. I am interested in these ideas of mine and I want
to carry them through.”23
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Roosevelt, as one distinguished historian noted, tended toward “a selfcenteredness” that blinded him from looking closely at himself and events.
As a consequence, he misread the country’s support for him in the election
campaign of 1912, and was oblivious to what tactics worked in getting legislation through Congress. Roosevelt wanted another chance to push his
legislative agenda, but he had not adapted his approach. For example, with
final approval of statehood awaiting Senate action in late May 1911, Roosevelt
wrote his long-time friend Sen. Henry Cabot Lodge to urge him to “take a
special interest” in the matter and to expect a visit from former territorial
governor George Curry seeking his support. But such entreaties would have
no more influence in 1911 than had any of the pressure Roosevelt applied to
Beveridge during his presidency. The times required the hardball interparty
maneuvering that Taft used.24
New Mexicans Enter the Congress
A few influential New Mexicans took note of Hitchcock’s prominent role
in securing statehood. Among them was Albert B. Fall, a lawyer, territorial
legislator from Otero County, and recent convert to the Republican Party.
He viewed with considerable suspicion the growing influence Hitchcock
exerted and his friendship with Delegate Andrews. In a correspondence with
novelist and former New Mexico cowboy Eugene Manlove Rhodes just after
Taft’s meeting with Hitchcock and Beveridge at the end of January 1910, Fall
wrote: “I stated clearly that New Mexico would not be admitted until Mr.
Hitchcock was convinced that he had control of the political situation; that I
was correct in this statement I think events as reported by the associated press
have conclusively established.” Thirteen months later, Rhodes informed Fall
from New York: “I would like to be posted on the present political situation in
N.M.: I would like to have data on which to base a dig—not an attack—but
a sly and oblique little dig, at Mr. Hitchcock. Is he still political dictator of
N.M.?” Fall and Rhodes recognized that Hitchcock could be a formidable
foe during the political maneuvering to select the new state’s two U.S. senators; Fall coveted one of these seats. Intense machinations would surround
the selections.25
The news of statehood was just a few days old when Andrews boarded
a train in Washington’s Union Station to return to New Mexico and begin
lobbying for one of the senatorial appointments. The backroom maneuvering
had begun well before he departed. At the state’s constitutional convention,
Fall and Thomas B. Catron, a former congressional delegate and longtime
political kingpin in New Mexico, saw to it that the new constitution autho-
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rized the state’s legislature to appoint New Mexico’s two U.S. senators. The
New Mexico legislature would be among the last state assemblies to elect
U.S. senators prior to ratification of the Seventeenth Amendment, which
guaranteed their direct election by voters.26
Andrews joined a crowded field of a dozen political aspirants, all political
heavy weights of the late territorial era. Among Republicans were Fall, Catron,
Andrews, and former territorial governor L. Bradford Prince. Democrats joining
the fray included newspaper owner Félix Martínez and attorney A. A. Jones,
both longtime local party leaders from the Las Vegas, New Mexico, area. The
legislature convened in mid-March 1912 and cast eight ballots between 19 and
28 March to winnow the aspirants to two. The sixth ballot is illustrative of the
vote distribution, with the two Democrats—Martínez and Jones—leading a
field of thirteen; Fall was third, Andrews fourth, and Catron in sixth place.27
The legislature’s actions comprise an epilogue to decades of the most
characteristic features of territorial politics: chaotic factionalism and electoral
fraud. The first and last ballots typify the deeply flawed selection process. The
first ballot on Tuesday, 19 March, occurred against a backdrop of monumental
skullduggery, which set the tone for the week ahead. Fall and his supporters,
in collusion with his occasional law partner Elfego Baca, had four Nuevomexicano delegates committed to Andrews arrested on trumped-up charges
that they had been bribed. After several days in jail, forced resignations, and
endless rumors and accusations, a fifteen-member inquiry commission exonerated them and restored them to their seats. Accounts of the deal-making
behind the eighth and final ballot on Thursday, 28 March, remain confusing
and contradictory, but this much is clear: Republican support for Andrews
shifted during a late-night meeting on 27 March, and Republican leaders,
particularly National Republican Committeeman Solomon Luna, forced him
to step aside. Doing so brought substantial gain to Catron and a lesser one to
Fall. Republicans and Democrats who had supported Andrews transferred
their allegiance. Some other Nuevomexicano Democrats likewise aligned
behind Catron and Fall. These late-night shifts in support resulted in the
legislature electing Fall and Catron on 28 March. Thereafter Andrews, New
Mexico’s last territorial delegate, slipped into obscurity, receiving fragmentary
mentions over the next seven years. He moved to Bernalillo County and raised
some cattle, registering his brand on twenty-six steers in 1914. Sometime later,
he moved to southeastern New Mexico hoping to find oil. His search failed,
and he died penniless in Carlsbad in 1919. His remains were shipped to his
native Pennsylvania for burial.28
Andrews, Hitchcock, and Taft are little remembered today for their aid in
securing New Mexico statehood. In fact none are commemorated on a New
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Mexico map. Geographer Robert Julyan has noted, “Place names are the
language in which the nation’s autobiography is written.” Curry and Catron
have counties named for them (in 1909 and 1921, respectively), and the McGaffeys are memorialized in two place names near Gallup. The cartographic
amnesia regarding Hitchcock and Taft is all the more puzzling when their
contributions are stacked against six less successful statehood advocates who
are commemorated in county names: McKinley (1898); Otero (1899); Luna
(1901, for Solomon Luna); and Quay, Roosevelt, and Torrance (1903). The
latter was named for a Pennsylvania financer and key backer of Andrews.29
The citizens of New Mexico sent two congressmen to the House of Representatives: Democrat Harvey B. Fergusson and Republican George Curry.
Each had served the New Mexico Territory in previous official positions,
Fergusson as territorial delegate from 1897 to 1899 and Curry as governor from
August 1907 to March 1910. While Fergusson opposed and Curry supported
the new constitution in January 1911, they maintained amicable relations in
Washington. Prior to joining the recently convened first session of the SixtySecond Congress, both men went immediately from the White House to the
Capitol on 6 January 1912 to present their election certificates to the House
clerk. The enabling bill had granted the new state two representatives, but
when census data gathered in 1910 became available and Congress reapportioned seats in 1911, it allocated New Mexico only one representative.
Late that Saturday afternoon, Fergusson and Curry appeared in the office
of the Speaker of the House, Democratic Representative James Beauchamp
“Champ” Clark of Missouri, one of Fergusson’s longtime friends. With Curry
having outpolled Fergusson by 163 votes, Clark stated: “Well, Harvey, that
puts the shoe on the other foot. We need you here and if you must have a
Republican colleague, I am glad it is Governor Curry, who has made many
friends in the House during his fight for statehood.” Both Fergusson and Curry
joined the House, and congressional reapportionment for New Mexico was
put on hold until the election of 1912.30
Accompanying Curry to the Speaker’s stand for his oath of office on
Monday, 8 January 1912, was Illinois Republican and minority leader James
R. Mann, who had been part of the negotiation to link his co-sponsored railway bill to a vote on statehood two years earlier. The bill’s other co-sponsor,
West Virginia senator Stephen B. Elkins, formerly a New Mexico territorial
delegate in the mid-1870s and long-time associate of Catron, did not live to
see statehood formally arrive. On Sunday, 7 January, the House convened
to hear seven eulogies to Elkins. No one from New Mexico spoke.31
Mutual respect and collegiality prevailed between Fergusson and Curry
even at a time when the Democrats and Republicans in Congress were
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at odds over military spending. In the second session of the Sixty-Second
Congress, Curry introduced the first federal appropriation for an air force.
Fergusson actively and Speaker Clark tacitly supported Curry’s bill. The chair
of the House Committee on Military Affairs opposed the bill, and a similar
measure had been voted down in the previous Congress, but out of respect
for his friend Curry, the chair allowed hearings to proceed. Curry sought a
quarter-million-dollar appropriation, but the House committee approved just
ten percent, or $25,000. A few days later, the House, sitting as a committeeof-the-whole, took up the Army Appropriations Bill, and the Democratic
majority leader allowed Curry to speak briefly in favor of funding the air force.
His advocacy produced an increase to $75,000 on a voice vote. Four years
later, on the eve of America’s entry into World War I and with Representative
Clark still the House Speaker, Congress passed a $600 million appropriation
for the U.S. Army Air Force. In a very real sense, Representative Curry laid
the indispensable groundwork for the Air Force’s presence in New Mexico.
Before he died in Albuquerque in 1947, he witnessed the Army Air Corps
receive vital training and support during World War II at the city’s military
airfield. Representative Fergusson was legislatively active as well. In June
1913, as a member of the House Committee on Public Lands, he voted in
favor of a bill to supply water to San Francisco by building Hetch Hetchy
Dam in Yosemite National Park. Likely sympathetic to California’s water
needs, Fergusson spoke dismissively of opposition efforts, including those
by the Sierra Club. President Wilson signed the bill later that year, but his
signature did not silence the critics.32
Curry bowed out of electoral politics after fourteen months in Congress,
and Fergusson served an additional term before losing a re-election bid in
November 1914. When he left Congress in early March 1915, Fergusson immediately began work as a personal assistant to his long-time friend Sect. of
State William Jennings Bryan. Fergusson’s electoral loss weighed heavily on
him, as did ill health, dwindling finances, and a loveless marriage. On an
early June night in 1915, two days after Bryan had resigned from the cabinet,
Fergusson went into his backyard in Albuquerque and took his own life.33
Federal-State Relations and the Environment
In theory statehood meant the federal government ceded direct political
control over local affairs, but the presence of two U.S. Forest Service officials
in the statehood photographs suggests that agents of the executive branch still
oversaw and protected federal interests in New Mexico. The regulations they
wielded imposed a new kind of regime over New Mexicans and their state.
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From 1900 to 1941, the U.S. Department of Agriculture and its largest agency, the
Forest Service, became the most visible—and powerful—government agency
in New Mexicans’ lives. Since the Spanish colonial period, New Mexico’s
inhabitants had been dependent on access to forests and rangelands for their
livelihood. The photograph taken on the White House steps encapsulates
this relationship, albeit one transformed by modernity, by positioning Amasa
B. McGaffey, a timber entrepreneur, near Forest Service administrators Will
C. Barnes and Arthur C. Ringland.
Born in Vermont in 1870, McGaffey came to New Mexico in the early
1890s. He worked briefly on the railroad before starting his own business as a
salesman of cookware and glasses. His wholesale and retail experiences soon
brought him to the attention of a New York firm that owned a number of
trading posts on the Navajo Reservation. He became the firm’s local manager
in 1901 and traveled over northwest New Mexico and northeast Arizona to
supervise these trading posts. Within several years, he had opened his own
general stores, which were tied to the emerging lumber industry near Thoreau, New Mexico. But he retained an interest in Indian goods, and by 1904
he became president of Benham Trading Company in Albuquerque, which
had a large store in Los Angeles, California. McGaffey, however, was not
content to sit on the fringes of the timber industry as a retail merchant with
a half-dozen camp stores. Soon, he entered directly into the logging business.
In 1905 he delivered 150,000 railroad ties to the Atchison, Topeka and Santa
Fe Railway (AT&SF), and the next year he supplied them with more than
100,000 ties as well as “a large amount of bridge timber.”34
Timber in New Mexico was a key commodity from 1900 to 1930. Unlike
small-scale, labor-intensive agriculture in New Mexico, commercial logging
was a large-scale corporate endeavor requiring substantial capital investment
in equipment, infrastructure, and manpower. This shift to a capital-intensive
enterprise was evident in the list of lumber-company incorporations and the
summary of stock offerings from 1910. That year nine New Mexico lumber
companies sought to lure investors with stock offerings totaling $10,135,000.
Such sums were necessary to comply with the terms set by the Forest Service
regarding timber sales, which included surety bonds of at least $10,000 and
proof of access to capital to set up a sawmill and build spur rail lines to haul
away cut logs for finishing into wood products.35
For his part, McGaffey made no stock offering in 1910. In the previous
two years, he had secured money from investors in Chicago and California
for his McGaffey Contracting Company and his Santa Barbara Tie and Pole
Company. He built McGaffey’s Contracting Company on a succession of
ever-larger contracts with the AT&SF over nearly three decades. By 1910 he
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was annually supplying AT&SF a million railroad ties, a quantity sufficient for
308 miles of track. Timber from lands ceded to the railroad in western New
Mexico furnished lumber for some of the ties, but the vast majority came from
trees cut in the Sangre de Cristo Mountains in northern New Mexico.36
McGaffey tethered his business to the railroad’s needs, prospering handsomely from the relationship. His business formula enabled him simultaneously to ride out the inevitable ups and downs of business cycles and to cope
with the federal government’s ever-growing regulations. Perhaps most decisive
in his good fortune was the nearly insatiable demand for railroad ties. When
McGaffey began his timber business, the railroads had operated for several
decades in the West, and the roadbed and track were in need of replacing,
upgrading, and modernizing. In 1903, after a period of consolidation and
refinancing, the AT&SF route extended from California to Chicago. A dozen
years later, the railroad embarked on another massive construction project
that laid a second set of tracks across Arizona and New Mexico, an expansion
propelled by the competition from freight-hauling ships passing through the
recently completed Panama Canal. Beginning in 1915, railroad lines such as
the AT&SF responded by increasing capacity and reducing freight rates.
The AT&SF provided McGaffey with lucrative contracts and access to its
private land in western New Mexico. But his timber business also depended
on the goodwill of the U.S. Forest Service. During its heyday, logging grew
in tandem with the era of national forests, which coincided with the final
contest over and delivery of New Mexico statehood. The first national forest
reserves were set aside in 1891 to preserve valuable timbered areas for unspecified future use. Six years later, President McKinley signed legislation spelling
out three intentions of the forest reserves: to protect watersheds, preserve
timber, and provide lumber for local use. New Mexico’s first reserve was the
311,040-acre Pecos River Forest Reserve, designated in the General Land Law
Revision Act of 1891. The Gila River and Lincoln Forest reserves followed
in 1899 and 1902, respectively. Under President Roosevelt, a full-blown conservation movement emerged, largely directed by Pinchot. The movement
emphasized making productive and “wise use” of natural resources to reverse
the post–Civil War trend of their wanton destruction by extractive industries
such as logging. In February 1905, the General Land Office of the Department
of the Interior ceded administrative responsibility over forest reserves to the
newly formed Forest Bureau, headed by Pinchot, within the Department of
Agriculture. By the summer of 1908, a renamed U.S. Forest Service oversaw
eight National Forests in New Mexico and three others extending across its
borders into Arizona and Colorado. That summer a newly opened regional
office in Albuquerque administered more than twenty million acres.37
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Although critical to conservation in the United States, the national forest
movement further weakened Nuevomexicano land grant communities. In
1897 the U.S. Supreme Court decision United States v. [Julian] Sandoval
declared communal lands part of the federal public domain. Eventually,
thirty-two million acres were expropriated in New Mexico; among the losses
were several million acres transferred to the Carson National Forest. But the
Supreme Court’s ruling in 1897 culminated rather than initiated the profound
economic and social re-orientation affecting Nuevomexicanos and their
land grants. For twenty years following the arrival of the AT&SF in 1879, the
railroad’s voracious timber cutting significantly reduced forested common
lands, especially on the eastern slopes of the Sangre de Cristo Mountains and
around Las Vegas. Land grant heirs abetted the railroad’s encroachment on
common lands. On the Las Vegas Grant, for example, the locally powerful
brothers Eugenio and Margarito Romero profited handsomely for more than
two decades by cutting and selling timber to the railroad from the grant’s
common lands. Las Gorras Blancas (the White Caps), a vigilante band of
Nuevomexicanos active in the Las Vegas area from 1889 to 1890, opposed
the Romero brothers. They repeatedly destroyed Eugenio Romero’s property
and even tried to murder him in his home while he was sleeping.38
The federal government’s conservation movement required Forest Service officials to monitor and regulate timber cutting in the newly organized
national forests. Some loggers bristled at such oversight and tried to evade
it, but unsuccessfully. McGaffey, however, nurtured a working relationship
with Forest Service officials in New Mexico. By 1909 he had accepted their
supervision of his logging operations, particularly during the dangerous work
of moving log booms down the Rio Grande. Three years later, he participated in the first formal Forest Service land exchange in New Mexico. This
swap transferred acreage in the Zuni Mountains to the Forest Service while
McGaffey secured land for a logging operation near Las Vegas. At the same
time, the Forest Service and the AT&SF negotiated new rules for McGaffey’s
logging practices. The agreement set the terms by which the “cutting of
timber on the railroad sections by the McGaffey Contracting Company
will be done in accordance with the methods and practice of the service.”
A “forest officer,” paid for by the railroad, supervised all logging operations
on its private holdings in the Zuni Mountains to ensure compliance with
federal rules for cruising, reseeding, and slash disposal. The regulations applied to the railroad’s lands were the same standards as those enforced in “a
national forest timber sale.” For its part, the railroad publicly acknowledged
“the advantage of practicing [scientific] forestry on its extensive holdings and
has taken this as an initial step toward carrying out that policy.” Despite these
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good intentions, by the time statehood arrived, widespread and unregulated
cutting had already caused extensive environmental damage in both the Zuni
Mountains and the Sangre de Cristos.39
After statehood and especially in the late 1920s, McGaffey faced increased
economic pressure from three market forces beyond his control: diminished
demand from the railroads, a tightening credit market, and a shrinking pool
of federal lands on which to log in the Southwest. He expected the latter two
pressures to ease when he boarded a commercial flight out of Albuquerque
on 12 September 1929 to meet with financial backers in California. The meeting concerned a timber sale on the Navajo Reservation. But the plane never
arrived. It plowed into Mount Taylor, and McGaffey died in one of the first
commercial aviation crashes in America.40
Seventeen years earlier, Will C. Barnes and McGaffey stood near one
another on the steps of the White House, separated by their wives. The Barnes
family had ended twenty years of cattle ranching just five years before the
photograph was taken. They sold their herd in the late summer of 1906, after
six years of leasing one hundred thousand acres “of the finest grazing land
I [Barnes] had ever seen” situated on the Maxwell Land Grant in northern
New Mexico. That range land differed markedly from the “overgrazing and
abuse” that he had encountered in northern Arizona when his herds had
foraged on the open range. Gradually, Barnes became convinced that existing
unregulated practices undermined and threatened the future of cattle ranching in the West. When he sold his holdings in September 1906, he heeded the
advice of his wife, Edith, and accepted an offer from Chief Forester Pinchot
to become a grazing specialist for the Forest Service in Washington, D.C.
Barnes would retire as the chief of grazing in 1928.41
In 1913 Barnes published a study that amounted to a proto-environmental
critique of livestock grazing on both the open ranges of the arid West and
the public lands in national forests. His extensive descriptions of vegetation,
coupled with practical advice on successful grazing techniques, came from
a deep understanding of the need for what he called “a system of controlled
grazing on the national forest ranges.” Only with such programs, Barnes
posited, could the cattle industry and federal government reverse the damage
from erosion and overgrazing. He optimistically predicted, “There is little
doubt that under proper care the ranges may be restored to their old values.”
Invoking a regenerative theory, he declared, “All that Nature asks is time to
heal up and cover over the scars left by man’s misuse of her bounty.” Barnes
and other managers or scientists of his generation in the U.S. Forest Service
understood the urgency of stopping and reversing the deterioration of arid
rangelands, including those in New Mexico, even if their attempts to do so
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were imperfect. While subsequent federal research addressed the complexity
of ecosystem restoration, the greatest immediate challenge was opposition
among western cattle and sheep interests, or as Barnes put it, “men who had
in the past been practically masters of the range by virtue of their might.”42
The Forest Service decreed regulations that aroused suspicion and outright hostility. Beginning in the late 1890s, the Department of Agriculture
imposed extensive regulations to combat tuberculosis in cattle and scabies
in sheep, and after 1905 the Forest Service enacted further controls as part
of a permit system that regulated grazing on national forests. For example,
livestock owners had to pay a minimal fee of a penny or so annually for each
animal authorized to graze under a permit that extended from one year to ten
years. For the first time, the federal government told New Mexico livestock
owners the location, number, and practices to follow when they grazed their
animals on public lands. The foresters distributed information with forms,
flyers, and signage in Spanish and English. Federal regulations, for example,
prescribed the placement of salt licks; Nuevomexicanos holding permits
received flyers in Spanish admonishing them: “The regulations regarding
salt licks for the animals will be strictly enforced. The failure to provide salt
licks for grazing animals . . . will be considered a breach of contract and will
result in cancellation of the grazing permit.” In reality expulsion rarely occurred; instead, the Forest Service used stern warnings to gain compliance.
These government regulations on public land abruptly shifted the prevailing
balance of power and precipitated threats and violence against forest rangers
for more than two decades. The government, however, did not back down,
and as necessary, rangers met force with force, doling out justice through
arrests and convictions.43
Livestock raisers gradually proved tractable to government regulations
but not before they exacted a major concession. Once their livestock grazed
on federal land, they forced the Forest Service to protect the animals from
predators such as wolves, bears, and mountain lions. Within a few years of
its creation, the Forest Service launched predator-reduction programs, and
in 1911 a young Aldo Leopold accepted this new assignment at the Carson
National Forest. Although he later renounced the hunting and killing of
predatory animals, he willingly and capably participated in their extermination over a number of years. For decades these efforts allied the Forest Service
and, more specifically, the Department of Agriculture’s Predatory and Rodent
Control Branch of the U.S. Biological Survey with livestock associations in
what became an ecologically disastrous policy.44
Between 1905 and 1920, rangers also helped homesteaders. The Forest
Service’s grazing permits favored them over corporations, a policy that ran
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counter to its treatment of timber interests. Barnes explained that permits
for homesteaders were “generally based on the number of stock which the
average settler can care for in connection with his homestead and support
himself and family in a modest way.” This preference for “the little fellows”
over “the larger men” resulted in “the little fellows coming to the front” in
numbers of permits received throughout the national forests. In 1912 New
Mexicans held grazing permits for about 95,000 cattle and 650,000 sheep.45
Barnes and Ringland shared a commitment to aid “the little fellows.” In
particular, Ringland tried to help Nuevomexicanos following the loss of their
traditional rights in the wake of the ruling in United States v. [Julian] Sandoval
(1897), which transferred common lands to the federal government. Born in
Brooklyn, New York, but raised in nearby Montclair, New Jersey, Ringland
worked in Washington, D.C. for two years in the government’s Forest Bureau
prior to entering Yale University and earning his undergraduate degree in
forestry in late spring 1905. He spent the next year in Capitan, New Mexico,
working as an assistant in the Lincoln National Forest, and then two years,
mostly in Washington state, administering the Forest Homestead Act. In December 1908, Pinchot elevated Ringland to district forester in New Mexico
because of his skillful implementation of the forest homestead legislation.
He had a long, distinguished federal career in many capacities and lived into
his early nineties.46
On 11 June 1906, U.S. senators and other elected officials throughout the
West forced Roosevelt to sign the Forest Homestead Act to aid land owners
displaced by the creation of national forests. Through homestead claims, the
law restored to individuals arable public lands along with grazing and privateuse timber rights in national forests. Moreover, priority for claims went to
anyone who had recently or currently occupied lands within a national forest
and used them for agricultural purposes. This provision acquiesced to de
facto squatting but also enabled Nuevomexicanos to make homestead claims
on the common lands they had used prior to federal takeover. The Forest
Service surveyed and determined the suitability of lands for homesteading,
and the Department of Interior’s General Land Office handled the requisite
paperwork.47
The program began modestly. In late 1910, the Carson National Forest
listed as open for homesteading a total of 1,598 acres in four areas of the forest.
The Pecos National Forest similarly returned thousands of acres to residents
of the former San Miguel del Vado Grant near Las Vegas. Soon, thousands
of entries on homesteads were filed for lands in national forests throughout
New Mexico, and for the fifteen months between March 1913 and June 1914,
a total of 200,528 acres in national forests in New Mexico were “restored as
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homesteads entries.” Implementation of the Forest Homestead Act in concert
with the preference for small-scale farmers and livestock grazers permitted some
Nuevomexicanos to eke out a living for several decades after the loss of communal holdings. But Barnes and Ringland administered an emerging federal
conservation effort that confronted more problems and constraints than they
had the knowledge or ability to solve. Despite these limitations, the two Forest
Service officials carried out policies that buffered some Nuevomexicanos from
the adverse effects of losing their communal lands.48
In a larger sense, their efforts epitomized the transfer of power that is
the leitmotif in the two photographs taken on 6 January 1912. Direct federal
control yielded to regulatory oversight, and state and federal officials along
with citizens collectively shared responsibility for managing New Mexico’s
affairs. It is fitting that the statehood photographs were taken in January, a
month named for the Roman god Janus, who faced both past and future.
Similarly, statehood demarked what had ended from what was beginning,
but its story continues.
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Mediating Art Worlds
the photography of john s. candelario
Stephanie Lewthwaite

D

uring the early twentieth century, Anglo American artists, writers, and
patrons “discovered” New Mexico’s Native American and Hispano
cultures and embraced them as antidotes to the ills of modernity and the
Machine Age. The emergence of New Mexico as a tourist destination and
an alternative cultural frontier spawned a series of movements that positioned
Hispanos outside modernity. During the 1920s through the New Deal, modernist primitivism and the preservation and revival of ethnic arts and crafts placed
Hispano aesthetic production within the realm of “tradition.” The elevation
of Spanish colonial-style art exacerbated this trend by viewing Hispano artistic
expression as a product of geographic and cultural isolation. Hispanos were
labeled craftspeople or folk, primitive or outsider artists, and when they did
engage western media or modernist techniques, critics often considered their
work derivative.1 Artists like Marsden Hartley and Georgia O’Keeffe integrated
Hispano motifs into their modernist aesthetic, but the owners and creators of
these motifs were rarely viewed as innovative cultural agents.
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The history of modernism in New Mexico, undoubtedly an intercultural
affair, involved not simply the meeting of different groups; it also entailed
complex cultural and artistic exchanges and agency on the part of subordinate
groups. As Anglo American modernists found inspiration in the arts of New
Mexico’s ethnic communities, Hispanos became cultural brokers and agents
of aesthetic experimentation in their own right. Hispano art constituted an
innovative response to new aesthetic forms, markets, and intercultural relations that accompanied patronage, preservation, and modernism. Modernism
and primitivism, both discourses that utilized the cultural “other” for Anglo
needs, facilitated a series of intercultural encounters. For Hispanos who
participated in cultural production, these encounters provided unexpected
opportunities for ethnic agency. In her work on Native American artists, art
historian Elizabeth Hutchinson notes that modernism became an aid for
“marginalized groups” by allowing them “to use culture to define their place
in society.”2 As Hispano artists engaged mainstream modernist culture, they
became intermediaries between different worlds. By experimenting with
different aesthetic paradigms, Hispanos articulated their varied relationships
to mainstream society and modernity. They also redefined the boundaries
of cultural representation, which began to crystallize after the 1880s, when,
with the advent of railroad travel to the Southwest, Anglo artists, patrons, and
tourists encroached on the land and its people with greater intensity.
One of these cultural brokers was Santa Fe-born John S. Candelario. During
the late 1930s and 1940s, Candelario experimented with black and white art
photography, a medium not normally associated with the Hispano-arts revival.
Much like his elite Hispana counterparts Adelina “Nina” Otero-Warren and
Cleofas Jaramillo, who deployed the myth of a Spanish colonial heritage to
reclaim some form of ownership over local culture, Candelario used the
visual arts of modernism to similar effect.3 Like Otero-Warren and Jaramillo,
who wrote Old Spain in Our Southwest (1936) and Shadows of the Past (1941),
respectively, Candelario appeared to replicate the dominant ways of seeing
New Mexico cultivated by non-natives. He used straight photography to forge
a “transcendent” regional modernism from the landscape and its people.4 On
closer inspection, however, Candelario’s photography offered multiple ways of
seeing New Mexico that stemmed from his ability to move between cultures.
His photography became a mode of cultural ownership and preservation in a
rapidly changing world in which his own subjectivity was less than stable.
Candelario as Cultural Broker
Candelario’s ancestry and upbringing were shaped by a series of intercultural
encounters. Candelario was born of mixed Hispano and Anglo parentage
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in 1916. John’s Anglo father, Arthur Weeks, divorced his Hispana mother,
Alice Candelario, and she left New Mexico for St. Louis, Missouri soon
after. According to historian Van Deren Coke, John’s grandfather Jesús Sito
Candelario broke up his own daughter’s marriage because of his dislike for
Anglos, and in search of an heir, he adopted her son. John grew up in an
elite Hispano society and mainly spoke Spanish in the home.5 Jesús Sito
grew up in Albuquerque’s Old Town with his half-brother Mariano, whose
mother was Native American. The prosperous Candelarios intermarried with
a wealthy land-owning family of German ancestry. Jesús Sito’s wife, Estefanita,
belonged to the Laumbach family, which owned a ranch in Buena Vista near
Las Vegas, New Mexico. After the Candelarios moved to Santa Fe, Jesús
Sito turned to the local Presbyterian church and changed the family name
from Candelaria to Candelario. The family established a general store and
meat market in Santa Fe, and Jesús Sito became a pawnbroker. In 1901 he
partnered with curio trader Jake Gold. Two years later, Jesús Sito took over
the business, renaming it the Original Old Curio Store, which became one
of Santa Fe’s famous shops, situated on San Francisco Street.6
The curio store, also known as the Indian Trading Post, had established
mercantile links with Pueblo, Navajo, and Apache communities, as well as
with Hispano weavers. Because of his grandfather’s trading networks, John
gained access to local Native American communities from an early age.
Jesús Sito prepared John to inherit the business by taking him to local Indian
pueblos where he could learn about Native American culture and language.
According to John’s son Chris Candelario, his father spent summers with Jesús
Sito’s acquaintances at nearby pueblos. John met Pueblo governors, learned
the Tiwa language, and forged a strong connection with Taos Pueblo.7
Initially, John showed little interest in the curio trade, which had earned
a reputation as a “spurious” industry. The curio trade, although disliked by
some anthropologists, was patronized by celebrities, presidents, and tourists
as a flourishing business in Santa Fe, a town heavily marketed to tourists.
The industry expanded alongside tourism and railroads, and by branching
out into mail-order distribution, the curio trade had a profound effect on
“middle class collecting.”8 The store sold many Native American and Spanish
colonial artifacts, such as santos (artistic representations of Catholic saints);
black and red Domingo, Tesuque, and Hopi pottery; Navajo blankets; Apache
and Jemez baskets; rain gods; and kachina dolls, from which Anglos drew
inspiration for their modernist iconography.9
In the early twentieth century, Jesús Sito was embedded in a trading network that supplied goods for the Fred Harvey Indian Department. He also
provided the photographer Edward S. Curtis with “prop” blankets. Jesús Sito
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indulged in his own Curtis-style imagery shooting portraits of Taos Pueblo
residents, such as Juan de Dios Reyna as part of his postcard advertising
strategy.10 He built particularly strong connections with Chimayó weavers
and Tesuque Pueblo, where he acquired rain gods that sold “one hundred to
the barrel” wholesale for $6.50 in 1905. Using reservation traders and other
curio dealers to secure his goods, Jesús Sito forged links with local families
who came directly to San Francisco Street to sell their wares in exchange
for supplies. Like the Fred Harvey Indian Department, he employed local
artisans to produce goods on site as part of the tourist spectacle.11
Santa Fe had established its reputation not only as an important Anglo art
colony and tourist destination but also as the center for the preservation of
Hispano arts and culture. The city was rebuilt in a uniform architectural style
based on a fusion of Indian Pueblo and Spanish Colonial architectural forms
that elevated the adobe-style construction in particular. The collaboration
between the Santa Fe Railway and the Museum of New Mexico, directed by
Edgar Lee Hewett, transformed the city’s architectural profile into a “Santa
Fe style.” This economic and cultural partnership created new markets that
generated new sources of income and opportunities for ethnic agency.12
Jesús Sito’s business epitomized the increasingly powerful and lucrative
connections among local cultural expression, tourism, and commerce. Tellingly, one of his self-produced postcard advertisements from 1908 captured
the Old Curio Store from above as La Conquistadora procession took place
on San Francisco Street below (ill. 1). With his promotional pieces, Jesús
Sito perhaps anticipated both the commercialization of the Santa Fe Fiesta
by the Museum of New Mexico and Hewett, and the debate over cultural
ownership that emerged among some Hispanos in response to the Anglo
appropriation of local culture.13 During the 1920s and 1930s, Hispanic elites
collaborated with Anglo patrons from the Santa Fe Fiesta committee and the
Spanish Colonial Arts Society. Otero-Warren and Jaramillo, however, engaged
in independent literary efforts and participated in preservationist endeavors,
such as La Sociedad Folklórica Foundation (1935), challenging the authority
of non-natives who sought to dictate the terms and value of their culture.14
John took over the curio business during this cultural and economic transition. After attending college and studying physics and chemistry in Pasadena,
California, he returned to New Mexico following the death of his grandfather
and on inheriting his grandfather’s assets in 1938. Although interested in
science, technology, and, soon by extension, photography, Candelario also
fully participated in the world of the art commodity through the curio trade.
Jesús Sito, a self-professed “showman,” had allegedly declared, “The tourists want to hear tales, and I am here to administer the same.”15 When John
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ill. 1. la conquistadora procession, san francisco street, santa
fe, new mexico
(Photograph by Jesús Sito Candelario, 1908, courtesy Palace of the
Governors Photo Archives [NMHM/DCA], neg. no. 177238)

became proprietor of the curio store, he took over a shop renowned as “one
of the most fascinating informal museums in the U[nited] S[tates]” housing
“the rarest of primitive paintings, great church bells [and] gold and silver.”16
Meshing commerce and tourism with ethnography and archaeology, the
curio trade enabled Candelario to see the commercial value of art and the
connection of cultural property to the outside world.
By participating in these networks, Candelario exploited the economic
and cultural encounters that reshaped Hispano and Native American communities in the early to mid-twentieth century. Because the curio trade relied
on accessing local communities and identifying profitable goods, Candelario
was in many ways a cultural broker.17 Positioned at the intersection of several
different cultural, social, and economic worlds, Candelario was a go-between,
a trader, and an informant who crossed boundaries among Anglo, Hispano,
and Native American communities. Similar to that of Hispana intermediary Otero-Warren, Candelario’s cultural brokerage evolved from his family
background and everyday working life.18 This position linked him simultaneously to mainstream U.S. culture, cultural-property debates, and a rapidly
changing New Mexican society. Candelario’s intermediary status facilitated
his entry into Anglo-modernist artists’ circles, where his role as a cultural
broker became readily apparent. While Candelario viewed art and culture
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as “portable” goods through his association with the curio trade, he did the
same with his camera: Candelario transferred his considerable skills from a
trade involving “opportunists and entrepreneurs” to art and photography, a
realm where ambition and salesmanship were rewarded no less.19
Candelario and Modernist Photography
As a photographer, Candelario, perhaps influenced by his grandmother’s
watercolor paintings and his grandfather’s own foray into photography, was
largely self-taught. Using a camera pawned in the curio store, Candelario
began taking pictures in the late 1930s.20 Yet Candelario also learned from nonnative photographers such as Yale- and Oxford-educated Henry Clark, whom
Candelario met during summer photography classes in Albuquerque. Having
traveled to Europe, Clark gave Candelario an entrée into the “international
art world” and stimulated his desire to perfect his photographic technique.21
With his scientific background, Candelario honed his printing quality and
refined his aesthetic sensibility. According to Coke, Candelario used a 3¼
x 4½–inch press camera or an 8 x 10–inch view camera. These cameras
were known as large format cameras and they allowed the photographer to
produce high resolution images. Candelario used a filter to “darken” the sky
and illuminated surrounding objects and buildings in his images.22 Although
Candelario experimented with silver, bromoil, color, carbon, gum, and fresson printing throughout his career, his refinement of the platinum-printing
process shaped his reputation as a photographer. As Candelario noted in
1944, the platinum process, in comparison to silver printing, resulted in “a
very long scale of gradations.” Candelario’s encounters with Edward Weston
and Laura Gilpin, both brilliant modernist photographers, inspired him to
“perfect” the use of “cool black, rather than soft brown,” tones and to develop
his own unique “secret formula” for the process.23
In 1938 and 1939, Candelario accompanied Weston on photographic expeditions across New Mexico. Photographer and curator Steve Yates suggests
that “John opened the doors to subjects, particularly architectural subjects by
Edward Weston, that probably wouldn’t have been available to Weston had
he not been with John.” In exchange Candelario embraced Weston’s formalist aesthetic: meticulous spatial composition, tonal variation, and sharply
executed forms, combined with a mastery of light and the printing process.
Candelario later acknowledged, “Through Edward, I came to appreciate the
value of pure B&W photo work.”24
In an effort to perfect his photographic technique, Candelario corresponded with Weston through the early 1940s. In 1942 Weston advised
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Candelario: “Your photographs show tremendous advance over those I first
saw a couple of years ago [but] you are gaining contrast at the expense of
brilliance, that in your desire for a dramatic punch by over-correcting skies
you are losing the luminosity which even the deepest blue sky has. Try a
very light filter, or no filter, and compare results.” Weston critiqued several
of Candelario’s most striking images—the pile of penitente crosses and his
portraits of Hispanas set against dramatic skies. Weston continued, “I like
the pile of crosses. The texture of the stump is beautifully rendered but the
sky is so black that it overpowers the delicacy of values. I feel the same about
black hair around the face—too much uninteresting gloom. And this from
one who believes in, uses, black to the limit. But it must be used judiciously
[as] part of the design.” Weston, however, praised Candelario’s “Church,
Llano Quemado” (ill. 2), an image Candelario included in his New Mexico
Portfolio, a series of twenty 8 x 10–inch prints begun in 1941 and bound in a
cowhide book. Weston observed, “It has a luminous sky and fine feeling of
sun on church, and the darks are well disposed of to enhance the dazzling
highlights.” Throughout 1943, Candelario continued sending Weston new
work. Although Weston hoped the two men might be “reunited” to work
together, he urged Candelario to follow his own artistic direction rather than
studying photography with others.25

ill. 2. church, llano quemado, new mexico
(Photograph by John S. Candelario, 1938–1939, courtesy Palace of the
Governors Photo Archives [NMHM/DCA], neg. no. 166624)
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In many respects, Candelario took a quintessentially modernist approach
to photography based on formalist aesthetics. In true Westonian spirit, Candelario claimed that he had “become more aware of the behavior of light
up to the moment of truth” and that “the technical freedom to concentrate
upon [his] subject” was “of the utmost importance.” He added, “The least
one is conscious at the time of shooting about the equipment and technical
details[,] the more one can concentrate on the subject, composition, and
esthetics.” Declaring himself a perfectionist, Candelario believed in “doing
things right or not at all. Especially when one does not turn out volumes of
work.” In Candelario’s mind, the process of photographing a Native American
girl wearing a beaded buckskin jacket was a “terrific test for resolution and
sharpness”; technique with the camera, he reiterated, was just as important
as familiarity with subject matter.26 Indeed, Candelario’s perfection of the
platinum-printing process won him critical recognition and, in 1946, a fellowship with the Royal Photographic Society of Great Britain.
Candelario’s platinum prints suggest that he worked primarily within the
formal traditions of his time and that he belonged to a regional modernism
seeking to encapsulate and preserve “a sense of place.” Like other regional
modernists, Candelario evoked the plurality of the Southwest by embedding
symbols of its religious, cultural, social, and architectural systems into his
modernist aesthetic. Experimentation with space, composition, varied tones,
and geometric forms allowed Candelario to blend crosses, churches, skies,
adobe architecture, and subjects into a rich visual experience—a fusion that
expressed the modernist’s desire for transcendence and belief in the organic
nature of life.27
Candelario mastered and replicated the formalist signature style of early
modernist photographers. Their visual style was characterized by the interrelationship between photography and modernist painting, and was influenced
by cubism, abstraction, and surrealism. Candelario harnessed local cultural
forms and natural landscapes as aesthetic components to his overall design in
much the same way that O’Keeffe and John Marin did in their paintings. Like
Ansel Adams, O’Keeffe, and Weston, Candelario juxtaposed different shapes
and textures, natural formations, and man-made objects to enhance precision
and heighten reality.28 In his image of “Pueblo Bonito, Chaco Canyon” (ill.
3), Candelario experimented with spatial composition and tonal range, superimposing shadows across tangible forms to create striking geometric patterns
and flattening space by overlapping stone doorways, windows, and columns.
When he depicted ethnographic subjects, he rendered them not as subjects
in their own right but as another harmonious element in the overall composition. In “Pueblo Woman Washing Hair” (ill. 4), the subject’s individuality
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ill. 3. pueblo bonito,
chaco canyon
(Photograph by John S.
Candelario, late 1930s,
courtesy Palace of the
Governors Photo Archives
[NMHM/DCA], neg. no.
179498)

and day-to-day activity are obscured by
her dark flowing hair, which serves spatially and tonally to mimic the strands of
chiles hanging on the wall. Similarly, in
“Kiva, San Ildefonso Pueblo” (ill. 5), the
man emerging from the kiva becomes
one of several abstract design elements
rather than a participant in a religious
ceremony. His form mirrors the figures
peering over the parapet and the vigas
protruding from the adobe wall, whose
shadows fall in a way to suggest repetition of form vertically and horizontally.
Like Gustave Baumann, Raymond
Jonson, Paul Strand, Marin, Adams,
O’Keeffe, and Lauren Gilpin before
him, Candelario documented the much- ill. 4. pueblo woman washing hair
reproduced Ranchos de Taos Church (Photograph by John S. Candelario,
in a single flattened abstract form. The early 1940s, courtesy Palace of the
Governors Photo Archives [NMHM/
church became an iconographic imDCA], neg. no. 180258)
age for many artists and critics because
it symbolized New Mexico’s tri-cultural landscape.29 Likewise, Candelario
replicated O’Keeffe’s tendency to use one expressive symbol, often a cross,
as a metaphor for the land and its people. For example “Chapel, San Pedro, New Mexico” (ill. 6), an image of a morada, or chapter house, for La
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ill. 5. kiva, san ildefonso pueblo
(Photograph by John S. Candelario, early 1940s, courtesy Palace of the
Governors Photo Archives [NMHM/DCA], neg. no. 180396)

ill. 6. chapel, san pedro, new mexico
(Photograph by John S. Candelario, late 1930s, courtesy Palace of the
Governors Photo Archives [NMHM/DCA], neg. no. 165858)
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Hermandad de Nuestro Padre Jesús Nazareno, is at once both a dramatic
portrait of the landscape and a still-life composition.30 In this composition,
natural and man-made objects mimic one another in tonal and spatial terms,
creating the illusion of connection and repetition. Candelario transposes
the morada’s cross onto the penitente cross, and the whiteness of the chapel
onto the white rocks in the foreground, illuminating all against an intense
sky. As the stones allude to the chapel, the vegetation mimics the rhythm
of the wooden cross, blurring the demarcation between human artifact and
nature and obscuring the cultural significance of the morada and descanso
(the wooden cross that serves as a marker or memorial for the deceased). By
flattening perspective, Candelario blends the varying contours of the land
into one seamless canvas, upon which he places symbols in an organic unity.
Ever since the Anglo fascination with the processions of La Hermandad,
(more commonly known as the Penitente Brotherhood) after the publication
of Charles Lummis’s photographs from the 1880s, the cross has symbolized
the Hispano relationship to what poet and author Alice Corbin Henderson
called “this landscape of strange, austere beauty.” This landscape, and in
particular this image, also caught the attention of O’Keeffe.31
Candelario, O’Keeffe, and Chabot
Candelario’s relationship with O’Keeffe, begun in 1942, illuminates his position in relation to mainstream modernist culture. During the early 1940s,
Candelario gained access to O’Keeffe’s circle of modernist friends, writers,
artists, patrons, and significantly, her husband, Alfred Stieglitz, who helped
Candelario exhibit his work at the Museum of Modern Art (MoMA) in New
York in 1944. Candelario became acquainted with Gilpin, Adams, Rebecca
Salisbury James (Paul Strand’s wife), Peter Hurd, Andrew Dasburg, Cady
Wells, Victor Higgins, and Oscar Berninghaus, most of whom he photographed after Mabel Dodge Luhan commissioned Candelario and Gilpin
to take photographs for her book Taos and Its Artists (1947).32 Candelario’s
most revealing relationship was his friendship with O’Keeffe, whom he met
while photographing Ghost Ranch for a sales brochure commissioned by the
American Publishing Company. When O’Keeffe learned that Candelario
owned the Original Old Curio Store, she invited him into her home, and
he quickly impressed on her his love for photography.
Candelario served as a cultural broker for O’Keeffe and her friend Maria
Chabot, a writer, painter, and art patron whom Candelario had encountered
earlier in Santa Fe, most likely through their mutual connections to the Native
American art market. Chabot photographed Spanish colonial arts for Brice
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Sewell, the head of the Taos County vocational school. Through her association with the Federal Works Progress Administration and Native American
arts advocate Mary Cabot Wheelwright, Chabot’s interests in ethnology and
archaeology spanned cultures from Mexico to the U.S. Southwest. During
the 1930s, Chabot worked for the New Mexico Association on Indian Affairs
and for the Indian Arts and Crafts Board. In 1936 she opened weekly “Indian markets” on the Santa Fe Plaza. Just as Candelario sponsored Native
American craftsmen in his store, Chabot successfully brought Navajo jewelers
to Santa Fe’s summer markets, often in competition with Candelario and
other traders in the vicinity. Through the curio store, Candelario facilitated
O’Keeffe’s representation of local artifacts on canvas, and he used O’Keeffe as
an intermediary for selling goods from the store. He gifted O’Keeffe numerous items, lending her a precious rug on one occasion and a human skull,
which O’Keeffe painted from the front and the rear in It Was a Man and a
Pot (1942) and Head with Broken Pot (1943).33
Candelario became a Spanish translator for O’Keeffe and a mine of
information about local culture. O’Keeffe often invited Candelario to local
events in Abiquiú, knowing that she and Chabot were usually “the only
Anglos” present. On one occasion, Candelario drove O’Keeffe to Española
and then taught her La Varsoviana, a dance that she had witnessed there.34
In return O’Keeffe became a source of advice and encouragement for Candelario and facilitated his entrée into the New York art scene via Stieglitz,
and Nancy and Beaumont Newhall, MoMA’s curators of photography.
Candelario sent O’Keeffe photographs that he had been refining since
the late 1930s, and she forwarded them to Stieglitz. According to O’Keeffe,
Stieglitz was impressed with Candelario’s images, claiming that they evoked
an “honesty and a feeling all their own,” but Candelario had to increase
his productivity, he advised, if he were to secure a one-man show in New
York. O’Keeffe steered Candelario away from exhibiting in a MoMA show
about New Mexico’s Penitentes in 1944, urging him to hold out for the
one-man show. Despite O’Keeffe’s advice, Candelario visited O’Keeffe
and the Newhalls in New York at the end of 1943 and eventually secured
an exhibition of seventeen prints, many from his New Mexico Portfolio,
in MoMA’s show New Workers 1, alongside Lisette Model, Morris Engel,
Adrian Siegel, Walter Rosenblum, and Dorothy Norman in 1944.35
Correspondence between Chabot and O’Keeffe suggests that Candelario
demonstrated much affection and admiration for O’Keeffe. During 1944
Candelario fetched O’Keeffe on her return journeys from New York to New
Mexico, driving her from the train station at Lamy to Santa Fe. He also took
time to capture O’Keeffe and Chabot on camera, sometimes in modernist
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ill. 7. georgia o’keeffe reclining on bench, ghost ranch, new
mexico
(Photograph by John S. Candelario, 1942, courtesy Palace of the
Governors Photo Archives [NMHM/DCA], neg. no. 165666)

style but more often in a way that expressed his intimacy with the two women.
For example he pictured them camping at night before a fire in a manner that
showed Chabot and O’Keeffe akin to those leisured Anglo women tourists
who had the time to take in and appropriate the local landscape and its people
(ill. 7). Many of Candelario’s shots positioned O’Keeffe as the pivotal figure
in the company, suggesting that he aestheticized her in much the same way
that Stieglitz did in his own O’Keeffe portraits. Other images provide a rare
insight into a much less austere or iconographic O’Keeffe, partially smiling
with hair loose around her shoulders and looking directly at the camera.
Candelario acknowledged his privilege to know O’Keeffe and later said, “I
was one of the fortunate few to be in her limited inner circle of close friends,
for Georgia did not make friends easily[.] She was a very private person.”36
Candelario’s relationship with O’Keeffe and Chabot, however, was imbued
with a paternalistic ethos that often characterized relations between Anglo
patrons and Hispano artists. While Candelario greatly admired O’Keeffe,
both she and Chabot called him Johnny or “Johnito.” In 1943 O’Keeffe
admonished Candelario, “The very quality that can make you good with
your work can also make you very lazy.” At the same time O’Keeffe advised
Candelario not to exhibit at MoMA and to hold out for a one-man show,
she and Chabot questioned Candelario’s application to photography and his
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capacity to negotiate the New York metropolitan art world. In 1944 Chabot
wrote Candelario, “I always thought your photography was swell, my lad.
But I’ve always thought you had personally—internally—a long way to go.”37
While visiting New York in 1943, Candelario liaised with the Newhalls about
the possibility of exhibiting at MoMA. He told O’Keeffe “on the phone that
he was scared of the city.” O’Keeffe informed Chabot that “Johnny seemed
only to want to go home” and that “his nerves seem[ed] to be in shreds.”
When Candelario fell ill after his return to Santa Fe, Chabot visited him in
the hospital. She wrote O’Keeffe, “New York did something terrible to him.
He shouldn’t have gone. He can’t take it. I’m quite disgusted with him. Today
he was to go home. They find nothing wrong with him.”38
Shortly after Candelario’s hospitalization, his business affairs deteriorated.
In 1945, according to Chabot, Candelario’s shop was in trouble after his
“crooked lawyer died suddenly” and left him “utterly helpless” and the store
“half-collapsed.” Initially, Chabot offered to help Candelario by spraying the
store’s blankets against the moths. However, she quickly retracted her offer,
suggesting that O’Keeffe purchase the store’s blankets “regardless of the price.”
O’Keeffe later complained that she considered Candelario’s black and white
Hopi blankets “rather high” in cost.39
O’Keeffe’s and Chabot’s consumption or appropriation of goods from
Candelario’s store reflected wider issues of cultural ownership, property, and
power in New Mexico. Historian Flannery Burke notes that O’Keeffe was
keen to claim New Mexico for herself among the many artists and writers
who worked there.40 Chabot’s dealings in the Indian art market suggested a
similar ambition. Perhaps the women’s personal and commercial transactions with Candelario reflected that same attitude. Like other members of
the Hispanic elite, Candelario understood that O’Keeffe held the power in
the artist-patron relationship at a time when his own status and economic
fortunes were waning. Jonathan Batkin, director of the Wheelwright Museum
of Indian Art in Santa Fe, observes that by 1915 the commercial model used by
Candelario’s store and other traders was in danger of becoming outmoded. As
tourists began arriving more by car than by train, the Plaza, rather than San
Francisco Street, became the commercial focal point of Santa Fe. Although
the number of curio shops increased from four in 1920 to sixteen just a decade
later as tourism expanded, it is difficult to know what adaptations Candelario,
lacking his grandfather’s passion for the business, made after inheriting the
store in 1938. In 1926 the ratio of Hispano to Anglo businesses in Santa Fe,
72 to 220, declined rapidly to 79 to 430 in 1931.41
The decline of Hispano financial power went hand in hand with Hispanos’
declining control over the means of cultural representation in the Southwest.
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Contemporary Hispano photographer Miguel Gandert claims that “in the
photographic history of New Mexico, the traditional history of the state has
been portrayed by white males [and females], and the interpretation and
dissemination of images have been controlled by the same.” Candelario’s
position replicated that of many individuals among the Hispano elite who
witnessed Anglos tapping New Mexico as a source for their own indigenous
modernism. Historian John Nieto-Phillips states that while Anglos collaborated with Hispanos in forging their own brand of Hispanophilia (and
Indianism, as in Candelario’s case), they reacted strongly against Hispanos
who declared independence from Anglo cultural tastemakers and tried to
exercise autonomous power over their cultural resources and heritage.42 In
1939, folklorist Arthur L. Campa likened Anglo patronage to a “dictatorship”
whose form of “materialized knowledge” made “true [New Mexican] artists
merely errand boys.” However, Candelario’s intermediary status, class privilege, and encounter with mainstream modernism generated opportunities
to control his own heritage and the means of cultural representation.43
Creating an Alternative Aesthetic
In this context, Candelario’s work deviated from the mainstream modernist
aesthetic. Art critic Lucy R. Lippard argues that non-European American artists who engage modernist idioms and techniques are often viewed as simply
mimicking the mainstream. It is tempting to view Candelario as someone who
was a mainstream modernist interested only in formalism and technique, as
Barbara Hagood suggests. Coke claims that although Hispano life remained
a striking and persistent theme in Candelario’s oeuvre, the photographer was
not interested in using photography as a means of exploring his ethnic and
cultural identity. Undoubtedly, Candelario avoided “labels.” Yates, curator
for the Museum of New Mexico, explains that Candelario hoped his reputation would derive from being “a good photographer” rather than “a Hispanic photographer.”44 However, viewing Candelario primarily in relation to
mainstream influences obscures his transcultural position between Hispano,
Anglo, and Native American worlds, and between fine art, commercial, and
ethnographic photography.
The experience of cultural contact and brokerage meant that Candelario
operated not only in one artistic community or cultural zone. Instead, he moved
through several different worlds as an insider/outsider figure, combining elements of each in a way that facilitated his own cultural adaptation at a time of
change. In this way, Candelario embodied the process of transculturation—the
meeting and commingling of cultures that defined the encounter between
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Anglo, Hispano, and Native American worlds. Candelario’s photography
reflected this process. As a transcultural figure, Candelario did not simply
replicate the idioms of mainstream modernism. Rather, his movement across
cultures generated new patterns of agency and artistic growth. This transcultural agency framed Candelario’s photographic work with an aesthetic
difference that helps historians understand the cultural conflicts and artistic
transformations of the period.45
Candelario’s aesthetic differed from mainstream modernism on several
levels. Candelario amassed a diverse body of work and produced images for
different audiences and purposes. Historian Rina Swentzell points out that
“commercialization” was the dominant trend in art during early twentiethcentury New Mexico. Just as Gilpin sold photography through the Fred
Harvey Company and other commercial outlets, Candelario produced for
both artistic and commercial reasons, duplicating several of his images on
the front covers of New Mexico Magazine in the 1940s. Candelario also freelanced for Life, The Saturday Evening Post, and Look. Inspired by the documentary style of New Deal photojournalists, Candelario captured Madrid
miners on strike in 1939 for Look magazine. Candelario also photographed
for the Albuquerque Tribune, Santa Fe New Mexican, Santa Fe New Mexico
Examiner, and Gallup (N.Mex.) Independent. While working for the Gallup
Independent, Candelario recorded Navajo women’s participation in tribal
fairs for the first time. Between 1941 and 1949, he photographed the Gallup Ceremonial, an inter-tribal gathering to celebrate indigenous cultures
across the Southwest.46
Candelario’s aesthetic involved multiple ways of seeing New Mexico
that reflected his transcultural agency and his own and his subjects’ varied
relationships to modernity. A key difference between the works of Candelario
and those of his modernist peers is the centrality of human activity in many
of his images. Candelario’s close-ups of Hispanos in everyday work situations,
families gathering fuel and water or replastering Ranchos de Taos Church,
and Native Americans working in local trading posts, buying war bonds, or
traveling to the Gallup Ceremonial suggest that he departed from Weston
and Adams, who were interested less in documenting the human presence
than in capturing the intricacies of form and the sweeping panorama of uninhabited landscapes. Diverging even further, Candelario did not embrace
O’Keeffe’s and Strand’s “mysticism,” in which vast skies and landscapes were
“emptied” of people. If Southwestern photography began in the nineteenth
century with the theme of “vanishing natives,” as literary scholar Audrey
Goodman notes, then it ended with no people at all in the twentieth century
when artists reduced the region to objects, architectural structures, and rel-
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ics.47 In this way, modernist photography situated local inhabitants outside
modernity; the modernist aesthetic could neither comprehend nor articulate
the complex relationships between tradition and modernity that marked the
twentieth-century Southwest.
Conversely, Candelario’s New Mexico Portfolio underscores the deep
relationship between people and environment, particularly in the Hispanic
and Native Southwest. “I dedicate this book to photography, which has contributed to my life a greater understanding of man and nature,” he declares
on the opening page. Here, Candelario echoes the formula underpinning
Gilpin’s The Pueblos: A Camera Chronicle (1941), which connects the natural landscape to human activity. Certainly, Candelario’s images of Native
women, Pueblo Corn Dances, and Chaco Canyon from the mid-1940s display
a marked resemblance to those of Gilpin, with whom he worked during this
period.48 Similarly, Candelario’s depiction of land and labor reflect John
Collier’s documentary-style images of Hispanic New Mexico.
The everyday working-class culture of rural Hispanos dominates Candelario’s oeuvre. Although his elite ancestry tied him to landed wealth, commerce,
and local politics (Jesús Sito served on the Santa Fe City Council from 1899
to 1900), his photography expresses an affinity with working-class Hispano
culture. The family’s curio business undoubtedly linked Candelario, and his
grandfather before him, to the rural weaving communities of Las Trampas,
Truchas, Chimayó, and Córdova. The store dealt directly in woven products,
and Hispano weavers acted as “middlemen-entrepreneurs” for the curio
business. According to Candelario, his grandfather claimed Hispano weavers as “his people.”49 Historian Pablo Mitchell argues that most children of
mixed Hispano and Anglo parentage claimed their Hispanic and cultural
identity. The younger Candelario might have identified with his Hispano
roots as well.50
Candelario’s access to rural Hispano communities through the store’s
trading networks with local weavers shaped his documentation of workingclass Hispano life. In a series of images from Truchas, wooden-slatted houses
and crosses dot the barren landscape, which although seemingly uninhabited, suggest the presence of a hard-working community living off the land.
Church interiors and bultos—wood sculptures of bleeding Christs shrouded
in gauzy muslin-like cloth—dominate Candelario’s images of Las Trampas.
Taken during the late 1930s, these images were perhaps inspired in part by
the Anglo fascination with Spanish-colonial art and santos and by Adams’s
own foray into Hispanic Catholic imagery.
On some levels, Candelario exploited familiar tropes developed by Anglo
painters and photographers since the early 1900s to depict the region and its
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people. In the Anglo imagination, Hispanos were enveloped in a pastoral,
mystical, or nostalgic setting as workers, sheepherders, farmers, santeros, Penitentes, and devout Catholics. They were stoic in their poverty and faith.51 In
his work, Candelario alludes to Hispanos as a people tied to land, labor, and
the church. For example, in “Hispanic Woman at Descanso, New Mexico”
(ill. 8), Candelario’s elderly figure, clad in a black shawl, bears a striking
resemblance to the huddled and contemplative woman in Kenneth Adams’s
painting Evening (1940).52 Similarly, Candelario’s “Sadie, New Mexico” series
(ill. 9 and ill. 10) depicts a woman kneeling beside a wooden cross and peering out from beneath her shawl. Sadie exists only in relation to the cross, as
shown by the accompanying shot, in which Candelario reverses the image,
merging both figure and cross into shadowy mystical forms cast across the
landscape, in much the same way that O’Keeffe uses crosses to evoke an
entire way of life or what she called “a good picture of this world here.”53

above: ill. 8. hispanic woman at
descanso, new mexico
(Photograph by John S. Candelario,
1945, courtesy Palace of the Governors
Photo Archives [NMHM/DCA], neg. no.
165857)
left: ill. 9. sadie, new mexico
(Photograph by John S. Candelario,
1947, courtesy Palace of the Governors
Photo Archives [NMHM/DCA], neg. no.
179471)
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ill. 10. sadie, new mexico
(Photograph by John S.
Candelario, 1947, courtesy Palace
of the Governors Photo Archives
[NMHM/DCA], neg. no. 179476)

On another level, Candelario’s
everyday vernacular scenes demonstrate an ease with rural Hispano life
that differs from the rather stylized
modernist and sentimental iconography of Anglo artists. In “Replastering Church, Ranchos de Taos, New
Mexico” (ill. 11), for example, the figures are minimized in relation to their
activity and environment. At the same time, the children and women at play
and in conversation generate an animated scene in which Hispanos are not
simply reduced to “types” or symbols. In Candelario’s image of the “Hispanic
Wood Vendor, New Mexico” (ill. 12), the elderly man stands self-consciously
before the camera. However, the remaining photographs in the series (ill. 13)
paint an intimate portrayal of rural life in which the vendor is not an isolated
somber figure, as in many paintings such as those by Ernest Blumenschein
and Victor Higgins from the period.54 In Candelario’s images, the vendor
becomes an integral part of a dynamic, self-sustaining rural community.
ill. 11. replastering
church, ranchos de
taos, new mexico
(Photograph by John S.
Candelario, 1945, courtesy
Palace of the Governors
Photo Archives [NMHM/
DCA], neg. no. 179876)
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ill. 12. hispanic wood
vendor, new mexico
(Photograph by John S.
Candelario, 1945, courtesy
Palace of the Governors Photo
Archives [NMHM/DCA], neg.
no. 165847)

ill. 13. hispanic wood vendor, new mexico
(Photograph by John S. Candelario, 1945, courtesy Palace of the
Governors Photo Archives [NMHM/DCA], neg. no. 165840)
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In his photography, Candelario engaged vernacular landscapes and daily
life in a way that moved his images beyond the modernist’s vision of the
Southwest as a land of “emptiness” or “aesthetic purity.” For example in two
seemingly divergent shots, “Store Front, New Mexico” and “Jicarilla Apache,
‘na ih es’ or Sunrise Ceremony” (ill. 14 and ill. 15), Candelario creates “an
inhabited locality” that deviates both from the modernist’s drive for precision and the symbolic, and from the romantic and sensationalist imagery
that dominated tourist-inspired representations of the ethnic Southwest.
Portraiture often involves an unequal encounter between photographer and
subject, but Gandert argues that portraiture also grants the subject a degree of
agency in shaping his or her own representation. By working with a wide-angle
lens and positioning the onlooker’s
perspective from below, Candelario
generates opportunities for the subject’s agency and the affirmation of
a vernacular rather than outsider
perspective. In “Store Front, New
Mexico,” the woman’s pose at the
store’s doorway gestures control
over her domain, and in the second
image, two female elders return the
photographer’s gaze while asserting
the strength of intergenerational
bonds. Candelario’s photography

above: ill. 14. store front, new mexico
(Photograph by John S. Candelario, mid1940s, courtesy Palace of the Governors
Photo Archives [NMHM/DCA], neg. no.
179915)
left: ill. 15. jicarilla apache, “na ih
es” or sunrise ceremony
(Photograph by John S. Candelario, mid1940s, courtesy Palace of the Governors
Photo Archives [NMHM/DCA], neg. no.
180454)
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displays what Goodman refers to as a sense of “local and rooted familiarity,” a
connection that was denied non-native photographers who moved from place
to place.55 In 1943 photographer Eliot Porter acknowledged that Candelario
retained a “subtle sensitivity” for the land and its people. Porter declared,
“Looking through your pictures made me very homesick for New Mexico.
They contain an impelling beauty which brought back to me in a way few
photographers have done the wonder and enchantment of your country.”
Indeed, in his article “Our Southwestern People,” Candelario confirmed this
distinction, “Being a native of New Mexico, I felt my approach in presenting
my people and country would be different.”56
By engaging the vernacular and asserting his insider/outsider status, Candelario evolved an alternative “place ethic,” which, as Lippard suggests, involves
not simply familiarity with the region but a type of deference to the people
and the landscape that eluded non-natives, whether they be commercial
artists intent on replicating the “tourist gaze” or modernists in search of the
organic and the symbolic.57 As a result, Candelario’s position enabled him
to capture a range of experiences. His aesthetic displayed an intimacy that is
rarely found in the cool detached gaze of modernist photography, and that
warmth becomes particularly evident in his photographs of Native American
communities.
From the 1880s onward, the work of men such as Edward Curtis, Adam
Clark Vroman, Ben Wittick, James George Wharton, and Charles Fletcher
Lummis shaped the evolution of commercial and ethnographic photography.
As tourists arrived in greater numbers during the late nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries, however, Native Americans curtailed the photographer’s
access to their ceremonies. By the time modernist photographers arrived in
New Mexico, Native American subjects were being harnessed as one more
element in the artist’s overall composition, although not always from artistic
choice. As Yates notes regarding Paul Strand’s Taos Pueblo platinum prints,
the “transient” photographer lacked access to local communities in the same
way as Candelario. Strand wished to pursue the Native American subject but
was only able to capture residents from the rear. Strand’s “Apache Fiesta”
(1930), a collage of huddled, clothed bodies photographed from behind,
signals the absence of a social contract between photographer and subject
and demonstrates the ways in which Native resistance shaped his aesthetic.
Similarly, in Ansel Adams’s Taos Pueblo prints, olla-carrying women obscured
by shawls and shadows blend into the surrounding adobe architecture as
additional geometric forms.58
Although many of Candelario’s images, such as “Pueblo Woman Washing Hair” (ill. 4), duplicate this aesthetic, Candelario elsewhere asserts
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ill. 16. mission church gate, san
felipe pueblo, new mexico
(Photograph by John S. Candelario,
mid-1940s, courtesy Palace of the
Governors Photo Archives [NMHM/
DCA], neg. no. 165866)

his privilege as an insider/outsider
granting the viewer special access
to his subjects. As mainstays of the
modernist’s repertoire, doorways and
entrances assume special significance
in Candelario’s oeuvre. In 1944 his
image of a barred gate before San
Felipe Pueblo Church (ill. 16) with
“NO PICTURES TAKEN” written
atop, appeared on the cover of the New
Mexican Magazine. The governor and council of San Felipe granted Candelario special permission to take one of the “few authorized” photographs.
In 1943 Santo Domingo Pueblo likewise extended Candelario the first-ever
photographic permit, commissioning him to document the life of a pueblo
known since the nineteenth century for barring tourists and anthropologists,
and for ejecting journalist Lummis, who had tried to capture the Corn Dance
on camera in 1891.59
Candelario produced a series of striking photographs for Life magazine.
Included in the article is an intriguing interior shot of a Santo Domingo
Pueblo household with a woman who, like Strand’s subjects, turns away from
the camera but whose face is captured in the mirror (ill. 17). By playing with
framing techniques and the notion of insider/outsider, Candelario treads
the line between casting the woman as an art object and as a subject with a
personal history. In part she becomes one of a series of framed images that
surround her on the wall, the dressing table, and the mirror. Coke explains
that Candelario’s use of lighting intensifies the “clarity” of the objects set
against the whiteness of adobe walls. By flattening the perspective, Candelario
aligns the objects neatly, as if they were exhibited in a museum-like display.
However, the photographer grants the subject individuality by placing her
center stage and partly contextualizes her life through the items framing her
personal space: bultos, commercial images of Jesus, Pueblo rugs, moccasins,
and tools. These items invoke the lived, multicultural history of New Mexico
rather than a modernist narrative of purity and authenticity.60
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ill. 17. santiago moquino bedroom, santo domingo pueblo
(Photograph by John S. Candelario, 1941 [printed 1993], gelatin silver print,
7 x 9 3/8 in. [17.8 x 23.8 cm], Collection of the New Mexico Museum of Art,
Museum purchase, 1993 [1993. 21.8])

Despite this indirect and covert mode of observation, the mirror works
in several ways. More than simply an aesthetic device or an indicator of
compositional skill, the mirror becomes a marker of both the woman’s and
the photographer’s subjectivity. Candelario employed the mirror device on
several occasions to engage his subject, in one instance capturing a Native
American man painting his face before a ceremony. But most significantly,
Candelario’s use of the mirror suggests his privileged insider/outsider status,
his ability to enter once-forbidden private and personal spaces and to generate
familiarity with histories and narratives that were not his own.61 Although the
mirror underscores the partial nature of the contract between subject and
photographer, Candelario’s proximity to his subjects enabled him to depict
not simply the sensationalism attached to Pueblo ritual and ceremony generally captured by other photographers, but also the spectacle of the familiar
and the everyday in his subjects’ lives.
Indeed, Candelario’s art implied his attachment to Native American
culture, a relationship forged since childhood, and through his ambiguous
position as trader-cum-preservationist. Candelario’s son Chris recalled, “My
father took me to just about every pueblo and Native American reservation
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in New Mexico and Arizona. He not only knew the governors on a first-name
basis but many of the residents as well. We used to spend nights in Taos
Pueblo with the Marcuses, whom my father said we are distantly related to.”
John “felt that he was part of their culture.” In 1943 he remarked, “Only the
Indians belong to this country. The photographer can catch their expressions,
but the artist with the camera can disclose their character.”62
Candelario articulated his privileged insider/outsider status in the region
and, in turn, affirmed his cultural authority to document the land through
the camera. He differentiated his aesthetic from that of Anglo modernists
through alternative subject matter, unique aesthetic devices, and rather extensive documentation of the diverse Native American communities with which
he worked and traded. Candelario’s implied affinity with Native Americans
differed from the declarations of other elite Hispanos, who preferred to claim
purity of Spanish blood and assert a sharp boundary between Pueblo and
Hispano worlds. This alliance nevertheless helped establish Candelario’s
authority to reveal and document the land, people, and culture of the Southwest. For too long the photographic representation of Native communities
in the Southwest had “belonged” to Anglos such as Curtis, Collier, and
Gilpin. By documenting those believed to have the strongest “claims” to the
land—Native Americans—and assuming some distant connection with them,
Candelario strengthened his own claims to a place that had been appropriated
by outsiders. Moreover, by acknowledging the dominant visual economy in
New Mexico, which prioritized the representation of Native Americans over
the portrayal of Hispanos, Candelario simultaneously connected himself to
the Anglo community. Candelario’s grandfather deployed a similar strategy
to advertise his business on the store’s postcards. In 1910 Jesús Sito posed for
the camera while seated in a chair and held a pair of Indian moccasins to
signal his “authority on Indian arts”; in another he surrounded himself with
members of the Taos Pueblo Indian Council.63
Although Candelario asserted his cultural authority to document the land,
he betrayed, with his images, the imprint of earlier ethnographic modes and
the contradictions of his class privilege and transcultural status. Candelario’s
role in the curio trade meant that he collaborated with Native artisans at the
same time that he participated in the commodification of local culture and
ethnicity. Curio traders and Native artisans were “uneasy allies” in a business that regularly brought them into conflict with one another; Jesús Sito
earned the epithet “broken tooth” from Tesuque Pueblo residents for fixing
low prices. Likewise, Candelario’s work reflects a similar power imbalance
and the role that photography played in constructing the “other.” In Candelario’s collection of negatives, the images reveal both an intimacy with the
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subjects and a less than reciprocal relationship involved in documenting
Native American life. One negative shows Candelario taking a close-up of
a Native American man in headdress, which required the camera to almost
touch the subject’s face; in “Jicarilla Apache, ‘na ih es’ or Sunrise Ceremony”
(ill. 15), the expressions of the two elder women staring back at the camera
register the cost of appropriation to them.
Candelario’s intimacy with Native American subjects certainly bordered
on intrusion. If portraiture delivered agency to Candelario’s subjects, their
returning gaze exposed Candelario’s ambiguous status as a consumerproducer in an industry of images. Just as tourism embedded the curio trade
in the wider “discovery” of New Mexico’s Native American communities,
Candelario’s decision to capture Native American communities on camera
became a logical extension of his inheritance and an enterprise integral to
his livelihood.64
Candelario’s aesthetic emerged at a time of profound change and widespread displacement. These images still evoke nostalgia for a “vanishing”
New Mexico and indicate Candelario’s ambivalent, somewhat charged relationships to modernity as a native New Mexican, a member of a declining
Hispano elite, and a curio trader implicated in the very processes responsible
for rapidly changing the communities he captured on camera. In the curio
trade, Jesús Sito operated on the principle that the notion of the “vanishing
Indian” attached value, wonderment, and credibility to the store’s goods.
Even if Candelario, like his grandfather, did not exploit “the vanishing-race
theme” to the extent that he dismissed evidence of cultural adaptation, the
same principle animated his photography. Candelario once said, “My files
are valuable because so much of the old ways are fading. I feel it is important
to preserve this culture and heritage.”65
If photography constituted a mode of preservation and nostalgia, Candelario did not necessarily resolve the contradictions that shaped his world, not
least because adaptation accompanied survival. The very act of photography
made Candelario complicit in the process of changing culture. In their
work, Otero-Warren and Jaramillo describe the confusion and discord that
accompanied a society in transition. Likewise, Candelario incorporates a
mix of nostalgia and modernity in his photographs. For all these individuals,
erasing the line between past and present became their struggle. For example
Candelario’s photographic series of a wood vendor and his burro replicates a
“popular” antimodern literary motif of the 1920s and 1930s.66 His photograph
of “Church, Llano Quemado, New Mexico” (ill. 2) depicts a pastoral scene,
in which rural life has yet to become mechanized. Yet this image stands
awkwardly in relation to the woman outside the local storefront and the
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young Hispano boy engrossed in reading a
military warplanes magazine emblazoned
with “And still they come!” (ill. 14 and ill. 18).
Both photographs signify a world dominated
by the emblems of consumerism and Americanization. The latter signals the coming of
war and the atomic age, which would forever
alter New Mexico’s pastoral landscape and
economy. Similarly, Candelario’s photo of
a Navajo woman and child roasting corn on
the roadside as a line of automobiles loom
into view disrupts the purity-authenticity
narrative with the intrusions of tourism.67
ill. 18. unidentified child,
(The purity-authenticity narrative supported new mexico
the romanticized image of New Mexico by (Photograph by John S.
suggesting that Native cultures remained Candelario, 1940s, courtesy
untouched by time and modernity.)
Palace of the Governors Photo
These juxtapositions recur in the absence Archives [NMHM/DCA], neg. no.
of human activity. In scenes where Cande- 179278)
lario builds a “lived in” landscape modernist
forms become cultural systems in transition.68 Many modernists, including
Weston, depicted the romanticized and much tourist-trodden village of
Chimayó by capturing the entrance to the famous church. Like Ranchos de
Taos Church, Chimayó became one of the most reproduced subjects in the
modernists’ regional portfolio, achieving an iconic status in the photographic
field. Although Candelario photographed
the church in true Westonian style, he offered an alternative entrance into this sacred
site. In “Car Door Gate, Chimayó” (ill. 19)
Candelario experiments with “fetishized
emblems of tradition” and natural ruins—
adobe architecture and dead tree stumps. By
incorporating these emblems into a series
of “disruptions, juxtapositions, and combinations”—an incongruous mix of the car
ill. 19. car door gate, chimayó
(Photograph by John S. Candelario, 1940,
courtesy Palace of the Governors Photo
Archives [NMHM/DCA], neg. no. 177238)
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door strapped to two tree posts against an enduring adobe wall—Candelario
documents an alternative hybrid modernity that subtly critiques and jests at
the intrusions of outsiders who envisioned New Mexico as an antidote to the
Machine Age.69
Lippard suggests that photographs reflect people’s fraught relationship to
time and space while they also serve to palliate such conflicts. If the force
of Anglo cultural representation, as literary scholar Genaro Padilla argues,
prevented Hispanos from grappling with their position in an increasingly
Anglo-dominated New Mexico, then Candelario’s photography contested this
process. Through photography Candelario “mark[ed] his own presence” as
the world changed around him, and his images provided a means of declaring power over the dominant visual economy in which both Hispanos and
Native Americans were imagined by non-natives. Writing to Candelario in
1941, photographer and friend Nicholas Haz underscored the power of cultural
production in this respect: “Now that you will begin to exhibit[,] Santa Fe
can be expected to get on the photographic map. Perhaps soon your city’s
name will be found in connection with your name.”70
Candelario’s work parallels the preservationist and literary endeavors of
elite Hispanas Otero-Warren and Jaramillo, whose writings expressed forms
of “oppositional nostalgia” in reaction to a changing world. Like Jaramillo
and Otero-Warren, Candelario mediated between Hispano culture and
Anglo modernity, and while the tenor of his work differed, they all exhibited
a form of “ethnographic responsibility” and an eagerness to transmit their
own histories. In Jaramillo’s case, as her own status diminished, concern over
Anglos appropriating and distorting her cultural heritage compelled her to
write. Perhaps this reality, combined with knowledge gained from the curio
trade regarding the marketability of local culture, stimulated Candelario to
capture his homeland on camera. As Nieto-Phillips writes, elite Hispanos
of this period “became authors of their own heritage.” Hispanos contested
the right of Anglos to lay claim to Hispano history and culture by producing
their own counter-images and counter-narratives.71 Thus, Candelario’s New
Mexico Portfolio stands as a visual counterpart to the literary nostalgia of
Jaramillo and Otero-Warren.
If the culture of collecting that surrounded the curio trade shaped
Candelario’s preservationist and ethnographic impulse, black and white
photography extended it. Candelario’s evolution as preservationist and
ethnographer influenced later efforts to document Hispano and Native
American culture on film and audio. After the 1950s, Candelario moved
into color photography, film production, and screen writing, earning his
reputation by documenting Hispano and Native American music and art.
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When he died in 1993, Candelario had produced 58 motion pictures for three
separate film and recording companies, and 188 audio recordings of music and
oral testimony. In addition to interviewing Tony Lujan, Mabel Dodge Luhan’s
husband, and Frieda Lawrence, D. H. Lawrence’s wife, Candelario recorded
Apache mountain spirit dances, and Taos Pueblo, Navajo, and Hopi songs,
all documented by ethnomusicologist Laura Boulton in the period between
World War I and World War II.72 Candelario used portions of this material
on the soundtrack for his award-winning Golden Reel motion picture, Indian Artists of the Southwest. Filmed across the Southwest from Gallup,
New Mexico, to Canyon de Chelly, Arizona, and focused primarily on the
work of Cochiti Pueblo artist Joe Herrera, the film follows the trajectory of
Indian art up to the contemporary period. The motion picture accompanied
the exhibition Background of Indian Art, mounted at the Museum of Fine
Arts, Santa Fe, in late 1955. Candelario’s subsequent film work on Native
American and regional New Mexican culture also won him a Peabody and
an Emmy.73
In all his work, Candelario explored the encounter between tradition and
modernity in order to reclaim culture while acknowledging the impact of
change on local communities. In one of his screen plays from 1951, he illuminated the ways in which post–World War II New Mexico became connected
to a wider world. When a young Hispano man leaves for Europe on military
service, his grandfather, a gardener in a scientist’s home in Los Alamos, cans
local chiles with the aid of his employer so that he can send them overseas to
his grandson in Germany. Like his grandfather, Candelario as an artist, photographer, filmmaker, and trader understood that local culture was portable
and that modernity could be employed to sustain tradition across generations.74
Conclusion
In New Mexico, modernism and primitivism generated a series of intercultural encounters that allowed individuals like Candelario to become
intermediaries between different communities. As a transcultural outsider/
insider figure, Candelario productively engaged Anglo patrons, mainstream
modernism, and traditional Hispano and Native American cultures. These
networks facilitated his aesthetic experimentation with modernism as well
as fueling a desire to reclaim ownership of New Mexican life at a time when
Anglo modernists were appropriating and changing it. In his photographic
study of Indo-Hispano rituals, Gandert declares, “This is my reaffirmation.
I am of this place.” Likewise, Candelario repositioned himself at the center
of New Mexican culture through his photography.75
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Candelario must be situated within a lineage of Hispano cultural producers
who resisted Anglo appropriation by redeploying the dominant frameworks
of modernism and primitivism to assert control over the representation and
commodification of local culture. Candelario’s contemporary Jaramillo once
declared, “These smart Americans made money with their writing, and we
who know the correct way sit back and listen.” However, she went on to say
of Candelario’s hometown of Santa Fe, “Writing and art are contagious in
this old town. We have caught the fever from our famous ‘cinco pintores’
and author Mary Austin, and some of us have the courage to try. It is only by
trying that we learn what we can do.”76
Candelario also caught the fever. While his photography often betrays
the power and limits of representation and the tensions accompanying his
ethnic and class position in relation to his subjects, Candelario’s images
remain a testimony to the intercultural world of modernism in New Mexico
and the creative agency of Hispanos working in it. Candelario’s juxtaposition
of modernist forms, nostalgia, and cultural intimacy with different groups
suggests that a series of “entangled modernities” shaped New Mexico during
this period.77 Like his grandfather before him, Candelario adapted to the new
markets that enmeshed art with tourism in innovative ways. By intervening in
the dominant visual economy of New Mexico and asserting his transcultural
agency, Candelario forged his own commercial and artistic identity using
photography to make his mark in a modern world.
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New Mexico’s New Communal Settlers
Timothy Miller

C

ommunes have dotted American life since the seventeenth century, but
never before or since has there been the kind of outpouring of communal
living that erupted in the 1960s. This era, which encompassed much of that
decade plus part of the 1970s, was a time of questioning, creating, and envisioning whole new ways to live.
No one place or event marked the beginnings of the communal tide of
the 1960s. Gorda Mountain, a loosely organized commune in California,
pointed the way toward the new communalism as early as 1962. It operated
on an open-land principle, welcoming anyone who showed up and wanted
to settle there. Tolstoy Farm, another open-land community, was founded
the following year in Washington, and continues today. A few miles northeast
of Trinidad, Colorado, the commune Drop City demonstrated that a new
communal era was truly at hand. Founded in 1965, Drop City was a settlement of anarchist artists whose colorful car-top structures told the world that
something startlingly fresh was bursting up from the underground. Drop
City’s founders were nothing if not audacious—they wanted to establish a
whole new civilization. With their ambition and exuberance, they inspired
young communards, who eventually numbered in the hundreds of thousands,
across the United States.1
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A major nexus of the emerging communalism grew up in New Mexico,
just a few dozen miles south of Drop City, over the next several years. Somehow the rural romanticism that propelled the early communes found fertile
ground in the river valleys and mountains between the city of Albuquerque
and the border with Colorado, and dozens of communes appeared on the
landscape in short order.
The first communes in the area could be considered spinoffs from Drop
City. After word of that pioneer commune quickly spread through the area,
Steve Baer, a visionary architect who lives near Albuquerque, showed up to
refine the Drop City domes into “zomes”—dome-like structures, often built
with salvaged materials, that could be erected in any number of shapes and
sizes. Soon Baer began helping others construct the brilliant and economical architectural forms. The first such community was Drop South founded
near Placitas between Albuquerque and Santa Fe in 1966 or 1967.2 Over the
next year or so several others followed: Lower Farm, Sun Farm, and Towapa,
among others. Some of them endured for many years, but others had shorter
life spans, most notoriously the Lower Farm. Regarded by the other communards in the area as a low-life enclave, Lower Farm broke up following
the deaths of two resident junkies and the subsequent disappearance of the
community’s self-appointed leader, who, suspiciously, had just had a dispute
with one of the victims.3
But other communes that would flourish on higher notes and live longer
soon landed in New Mexico. It is difficult to say just what drew so many
counterculturists to northern New Mexico, given the region’s sometimes
harsh climate, its pockets of poverty, and its populace that was, on the whole,
unwelcoming to young hippies. Perhaps the area’s natural beauty, along with
the reputation of Taos and Santa Fe as somewhat bohemian centers of the arts,
exerted a pull. One romantic attraction was the presence of Indian peoples,
especially the Pueblos, with their ancient cultures; the new communitarians
often regarded Native Americans as spiritually profound and environmentally
benign—living in harmony with all of nature.
One of the first communes of the next wave was the Lama Foundation,
which arrived in New Mexico in 1967. Lama had begun as USCO (meaning
“the company of us”), a commune occupying a former church in Garnerville,
New York. Artist Steven Durkee and his wife, Barbara Durkee, purchased the
building in the mid-1960s and soon other artists from New York City joined
them. The Durkees moved on, however, and soon settled on the land that
would become Lama, located just north of Taos near the tiny hamlet of San
Cristobal. Lama was and is a spiritual community not grounded exclusively
in any one tradition but drawing on many religious faiths, including Sufism,
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various schools of Buddhism, and Judaism. Many New Age spiritual teachers,
“Sufi Sam” Lewis and Ram Dass among them, have been associated with
Lama. The commune continues in more or less the spirit of its founding,
although the Durkees departed many years ago.4
Meanwhile, others were also envisioning communal life in New Mexico.
In 1967, around the time Lama was started, the founders of New Buffalo arrived. One of them, Rick Klein (no relation to photographer Irwin B. Klein)
used his inheritance to purchase one hundred acres of land near Arroyo
Hondo north of Taos but south of Lama. He and his associates immediately
started building adobe structures. They named their commune New Buffalo
because they wanted the commune to be to its people what the buffalo had
been to the Plains Indians: a source of all sustenance. The main building,
which has recently been rehabilitated and updated, featured a large oval
gathering room, a kitchen, and several bedrooms. Other buildings for farming activities soon followed.
New Buffalo’s population quickly outstripped the accommodations, and
several tepees arose nearby. The commune also experienced high turnover;
a large majority of the founding group, which had numbered around two
dozen, left within a year. But word of the new commune, the very embodiment of the countercultural rural ideal, had spread far and wide. People kept
coming to New Buffalo.
Life was never easy for communards at New Buffalo. The high desert of
northern New Mexico and the remote location of the commune made basic
life tasks difficult. Winters were long and harsh, and water for irrigation was
scarce (annual rainfall can easily come up short of twelve inches). Essential
supplies such as gasoline and groceries were many miles away. Basic chores
were formidable. Gathering firewood, for instance, involved lengthy trips to
accessible forest lands, and making adobe bricks and constructing buildings
required large, ongoing investments of labor. No wonder many people tried
New Buffalo for a week, a month, or a season and then moved on. Yet others stayed and kept the commune going. Although self-sufficiency was never
absolutely achieved, the commune’s members did finally produce quite a bit
of their own food, with, at various times, dairy goats, dairy cows, and chickens
adding animal protein to their diet. In 1979 visitors reported eating an abundant
meal made almost entirely of the land’s own produce. When money ran short,
as it often did, members took on a variety of local seasonal jobs.
Thus life continued at New Buffalo for well over a decade, until the 1980s,
when the population was reduced due to one family’s hostility toward almost
everyone else. This unpleasant situation simmered for several years, but late
in the decade, founder Rick Klein reclaimed the property and evicted the
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problem residents. Rick and his wife, Terry, later opened a bed and breakfast
in the now mythic building, an enterprise that lasted until the late 1990s,
when they decided to sell. Luckily, the story did not end there. In 2003 Bob
Fies purchased the central buildings and a few acres of land, began a major
renovation, and sought new members to join a renewed community, albeit
one less centralized than the original. New Buffalo lives on.5
A third commune showed up around the time Lama and New Buffalo were
getting underway. In 1967 Five Star was founded as a Christian commune,
but that orientation was short-lived. Located a few miles south of Taos, the
Church of the Five Star Ranch, as it was originally known, quickly attracted
visitors—often freeloaders—who soon overwhelmed the commune’s older
buildings. The founders moved to other lodgings nearby, and conditions at
Five Star deteriorated. Transients began stealing the residents’ personal possessions, including the simple woodstoves that heated several of the small
buildings. With winter coming and no food or heat at Five Star, the property’s
owners evicted the deadbeats, who then proceeded to vandalize what was left.
The serious communards, who had tried to make Five Star work, relocated
to new digs at nearby Mora and Pilar.6
Other communes followed the pioneering Lama, New Buffalo, and Five
Star, whose presence made Taos a prime destination for the personal and
communal journeys of many young counterculturists. The Hog Farm—which
became famous partly for its operation of the “please force,” an unorthodox
security force that used unobtrusive tactics to keep order at the Woodstock
music festival in 1969—showed up in New Mexico around 1968 and established a small outpost that has continued since, although most of the Hog
Farmers have long since moved on to California.7 In 1969 several refugees
from California’s Morning Star Ranch, an open-land commune that had
been bulldozed by the Sonoma County authorities, decamped to the top
of a mesa owned by Michael Duncan, who subscribed to Morning Star’s
open-land principle. The new commune, often referred to as Morning Star
East, was soon joined on the mesa by the Reality Construction Company,
a tightly organized commune whose members saw themselves as preparing
for the armed revolution that, they believed, was at hand and greeted visitors
with guns. The situation deteriorated, and in 1972, Duncan, tired of hassles,
evicted both communes from his premises.8 The Reality Construction Company was physically recycled, however, when members of a new commune,
Magic Tortoise, founded not far from Lama, carted away its adobe bricks for
their own communal buildings.
Countercultural communes were often thought to be nests of free love,
which was far from always true. One community that did espouse open
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and unconventional sexuality was the Family, which settled into a rented
adobe house near Taos in 1968. As many as fifty residents crowded into the
small home, some of them working in countercultural businesses in Taos.
The Family endured in Taos for about two years and then moved on, first to
Detroit and then to Denver, where a few members remain together.9
Countercultural life in the Taos area was fostered in major part by benefactors, including Rick Klein and Michael Duncan, who provided land and
sometimes money to several of the communes. Another benefactor who
helped a number of communes was Charles “Chick” Lonsdale, who owned
the house that the Family rented and supported some countercultural services,
among them a grocery store and a free medical clinic. In 1969 he purchased
fifty acres north of town that he made available to counterculturists who
opened a commune called Lorien. That effort closed a year or so later after
a dispute erupted into a gun battle that ended with arrests and sent some
members to the hospital. Undeterred, Lonsdale tried again with a more
structured community called LILA, for Lorien Institute for Life Arts. LILA
lasted until 1972, when Lonsdale asked each of the ten residents, who had
built simple houses there, to help him with the land payment due that year.
When several of them declined, he closed LILA and sold the land in small
parcels, a few of which were purchased by members of the erstwhile LILA.10
Another community, more spiritual than New Buffalo, the Family, or
LILA, was started a few miles south of Taos in 1970. Sikh teacher Yogi Bhajan,
who had arrived in the United States from India in 1969, began establishing
teaching centers, many of them called Guru Ram Das Ashram. These centers
eventually numbered in the hundreds. The community headquarters was
soon established in Española, surviving Yogi Bhajan’s death in 2004.11
Beyond such substantial and relatively well-documented communities,
quite a few countercultural outposts scattered (mainly) around the northern
half of New Mexico contributed to the larger communal presence. One of
many such outposts was El Rito, a small town that became a center of alternative culture. Its residents experimented with everything from environmentally
benign technologies to LSD. Other communal scenes came and went in
the area. At one point a commune at Long John’s Valley, for example, had
members who farmed with horses and had parties that attracted new settlers
from some distance.
Several of the Taos-area countercultural communes are long gone, but
some continue. Lama and the Guru Ram Das Ashram are still pursuing their
respective spiritual missions. New Buffalo may yet see a communal revival.
Some survive in other ways, with a few former members going on to establish
communities elsewhere or to inspire a new generation of communitarians to
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build their own enclaves. The communal spirit has been alive and well in
America for over three hundred years and shows no signs of disappearing.
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From Innocence to Experience
irwin b. klein and “the new settlers of northern
new mexico, 1967–71”
Benjamin Klein and Tim Hodgdon

T

he long 1960s, a period that stretched from the late 1950s through the
early to mid-1970s, witnessed an unprecedented level of experimentation
with communal living in the developed world. The region around Taos, New
Mexico, was an epicenter for countercultural collectives. Photographer Irwin
B. Klein documented portions of that remarkable, colorful experience (ill.
1). He made his first visit to the area in the mid-1960s, a moment in northern New Mexico history that writer and aural historian Jack Loeffler has
described as “alive with an energy that was palpable, alluring, and ripe for
social experimentation.” As Klein lived among newcomers to the area from
1967 to 1971, he created a powerful visual record of their efforts to transform
the relationships that Americans had with each other, with the natural environment, and with their past. Instead of calling these bold utopians “hippies,”
he chose to refer to them as “new settlers.”1
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ill. 1. irwin b. klein at
holly and steve baer’s zome,
corrales, nm
(Photograph courtesy Caroling
Geary)

In part, Klein’s term distinguished the new settlers from the
old and signaled the newcomers’
admiration of Pueblo and Navajo
communalism, and of their ingenious, technologically simple
adaptation to life in a dry region.
Hippies in all parts of the United
States valorized both of these attributes as the hallmarks of a lifeway in harmony with nature, and
considerable numbers acted on
what was, to some degree, a romantic longing to return to Eden
by migrating to New Mexico. 2
Klein’s use of new settlers also
foregrounded the hippies’ intention to revitalize and redirect a rapidly disappearing peasant agrarianism.3 That way of life, crowded out by the mechanization, consolidation, and capital intensification of American agriculture,
was practiced only among a steadily shrinking number of marginalized rural
people by the mid-twentieth century. The newcomers to northern New
Mexico sought to reclaim elements of peasant agrarianism that might provide
independence from what they saw as an unsustainable and oppressive way
of life dictated by the clock rather than the seasons and the soil.4 Although
hippies never succeeded in the comprehensive transformation of American
culture to which they aspired, their critique of American society continues to
influence the way Americans think about the natural world and their place
in it. The “great hippie invasion” of northern New Mexico marked an important chapter in the history of that state as well, for the flood of newcomers
elaborated on and expanded the existing local and long-standing traditions
of bohemian social experimentation in the region.
Klein’s photographs offer historians and others interested in the counterculture a wealth of insight into the means and motives by which the new
settlers tried to overcome the alienation of capitalist labor and consumer
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materialism. The images capture these counterculturalists in the process of
creating new kinds of homes and communities that they hoped would connect them deeply to each other and to the earth. We have selected examples
from Klein’s series of black-and-white photographs entitled “The New Settlers
of Northern New Mexico, 1967–71” to show that his work captures what he
identified as the maturation of the counterculture as a social movement—the
hippies’ passage “from innocence to experience” as they tried to work out
the practical means to their utopian ends.5
Curators, critics, historians, and others have recognized the importance of
Klein’s photographs of the countercultural scene in northern New Mexico.
The curator and photographer Nathan Lyons selected one image, “David in
the Mansion,” from the “New Settlers” series for Vision and Expression, an
exhibition at the George Eastman House in Rochester, New York, in 1969
and for his book of the same title published later that year (ill. 2). The same
photograph appeared in a review of an exhibit featuring sixteen images from
the “New Settlers” series written by critic A. D. Coleman and published in the
Village Voice on 15 May 1969. One of the photographs from the “New Settlers”
series appeared in Liberation, the New Left magazine, in 1973. Lloyd Kahn,
former Shelter editor at Whole Earth Catalog, printed a number of Klein’s
photographs of northern New Mexico in his surveys of alternative dwellings,
and Alastair Gordon included an image in his book on radical environmentalists in the sixties. Photographs from Klein’s series were displayed at small

ill. 2. david in the mansion (nm06)
(Photograph courtesy Irwin B. Klein Estate)
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venues in Toronto and Iowa in the early 1970s, and in New York City and
northern California in 2009. That same year, Gretchen Lemke-Santangelo
included twelve of Klein’s images in her historical monograph on women in
the counterculture, while Tim Hodgdon chose one of the photographs for
the cover of his study of masculinity in two countercultural communities.6
We will analyze the “New Settlers” series by focusing on Klein’s choice to
characterize the countercultural movement in northern New Mexico as a transition from innocence to experience, a characterization we will explicate more
fully later in this article. Placing these photographs in their historical context
establishes Klein’s reputation as an astute observer of the countercultural scene
in the Southwest and situates this set of images as an important and valuable
visual source for scholars interested in understanding the practices, rhythms,
and rituals of hippies in the late 1960s and early 1970s.
****
The natural beauty, color, light, climate, and cultures of northern New
Mexico have attracted artists, writers, and utopians to the region for more
than a century and a half. In the early decades of the twentieth century, Bert
Geer Phillips, Ernest Blumenschein, and others established artists’ and writers’ colonies in Santa Fe and Taos, while Mabel Dodge Luhan, the wealthy
socialite and arts patron, created a vibrant community of artists, writers, musicians, and intellectuals at her adobe mansion outside Taos. Photographers
and artists, including Paul Strand, Edward Weston, and Georgia O’Keeffe,
who came to New Mexico in the first half of the twentieth century, played an
important role in the construction of the image of the Southwest as a place
set apart from the modern world.7 Beat poets, environmentalists, idealists,
artists, and artisans arrived with the second wave of settlers and visitors in
the post–World War II era. Max Finstein and Rick Klein, Steve and Barbara
Durkee, Hugh Romney, and others established communes in northern New
Mexico, while the late Hollywood actor Dennis Hopper created an alternative
community of artists, actors, filmmakers, musicians, politicians, and radicals
at the Luhan house in Taos, which he bought in 1970.8 As an artist, Klein
was attracted to New Mexico’s natural beauty and its unique mélange of
Indians, Hispanos, and Anglos, many of whom seemed to live at the margins
of American modernity (ill. 3).
A number of photographers documented the sixties counterculture in the
Southwest. With the support of a faculty-fund grant from the State University
of New York at Buffalo, Roberta Price, then a graduate teaching fellow in
the Department of English, photographed the communes of northern New
Mexico and southern Colorado in the summer of 1969. She returned to the
Southwest the following summer and eventually settled at Libre, a commune
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ill. 3. horse and birds in snow (nm72)
(Photograph courtesy Irwin B. Klein Estate)

in the Huerfano Valley, where she lived for seven years. Photographer Lisa
Law, who migrated to Truchas in 1967, used her camera to record the communal and hippie scene in northern New Mexico. In 1970 Robert Altman,
then chief staff photographer for Rolling Stone magazine, spent several days
in New Mexico taking photographs for an article written by freelance writer
John Dean that appeared on 9 July of that year.9
Between 1966 and 1972, Irwin Klein made five or six extended visits to
northern New Mexico documenting what he described as “the dropouts,
renegades, and utopians,” “the children of the urban middle class,” and the
“old beatniks” “liv[ing] alone, in couples, families, or small groups in the
little Spanish-American towns in the back country” between Santa Fe and
Taos (ill. 4).10 He photographed the communes near Taos and the activities
of the new settlers in Rio Arriba, Taos, and Mora counties, using El Rito as
his home base. Located on the edge of Carson National Park, this Spanish
village attracted a number of visitors in the late 1960s. Among them were
Allen Ginsberg; Emmett Grogan (a seminal figure in the anarchist collective known as the Diggers); and Hugh Romney and the Hog Farm, which
later settled at Llano near Peñasco. Peter Van Dresser, environmentalist,
author, advocate of economic self-sufficiency, and long-time resident of El
Rito, served as “conduit for [the] new settlers” there and hired some of them,
including Klein’s younger brother, Alan; his close friend Larry Palmiter (see
ill. 17); and the artist Peter Aschwanden, as caretakers for his properties.11
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ill. 4. view of commune
from junk car, five star
(nm43)
(Photograph courtesy Irwin
B. Klein Estate)

Klein had already established himself as a serious photographer before his
arrival in New Mexico. Born in Brooklyn in 1933, he grew up in a middle-class
Jewish household in Queens, New York, and was the eldest son of a dentist
and a homemaker. As an adolescent, he took photographs with a Brownie
camera. Using his father’s dental office located in the upstairs of their house
as a darkroom, Klein did his own developing and printing. His serious interest
in photography began in his twenties, when he photographed landscapes in
Glacier National Park in Montana during the five summers he spent with
his wife, Yvonne, working as a fire lookout. As an undergraduate at Queens
College in the early 1950s, he became interested in Beat culture, discussing
contemporary literature, philosophy, and art with friends in coffee houses,
bars, and jazz clubs in New York City.12
After completing his bachelor’s degree in 1955, Klein relocated to the
Midwest to pursue an academic career first at the University of Chicago,
where he received a master’s degree in English in 1956, and then at the
University of Minnesota, where he was a student in the doctoral program
between 1956 and 1963. He participated in the cultural scene in Dinkytown,
a hip neighborhood located near campus. When he was not teaching classes
as a part-time instructor, he wrote a few book reviews for a small literary
magazine and frequented coffee houses, tiny galleries, McCosh’s bookstore,
and other gathering spots. His friends included artists, intellectuals, and musicians, some of whom played music with a young Bob Dylan in Dinkytown.13
There is no way to know whether Klein spoke with the photography faculty
at the University of Minnesota, which included Jerome Liebling and Alan
Downs. Apart from Eugene Wilcox, Klein had limited contact with other
photographers in Minneapolis. The cultural critic John Fraser, then a graduate student in English, recalls the two of them chatting briefly with their used
Leica cameras in hand one sunny morning on the Fourteenth Avenue bridge,
but he never saw Klein’s photographs. Klein became interested in the work of
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French photographer Henri Cartier-Bresson and the photographers associated
with the U.S. Farm Security Administration, especially Walker Evans and Dorothea Lange, and may have attended photo exhibitions at the Walker Gallery
or the Minneapolis Institute of Arts. He photographed the Dinkytown scene,
the urban landscape of Minneapolis, and the rehearsals and performances of
the Moppet Theater, a local theater company for disadvantaged children.14
Klein began receiving recognition for his photographic work in the mid1960s. Patricia Caulfield printed three of his images along with a profile in
Modern Photography magazine in August 1964.15 That same year, the Museum of Modern Art (MoMA) in New York City acquired silver gelatin prints
of Klein’s “‘Super-Pop’ Artists” and “Minnesota Fire.” The former appeared
in an exhibition of recent acquisitions at MoMA on display between early
October 1965 and early January 1966. Klein’s work also appeared in Mexico
in 1966; at Columbia University in 1967; and in a show of photographers,
including William Gedney, Robert D’Alessandro, and Joel Meyerowitz, at
George Eastman House in Rochester, New York, in 1969; and in Liberation
magazine in 1973. Klein selected and organized his images of street scenes of
the Lower East Side, Little Italy, and other places in New York City in a photo
essay entitled “Enclosures: Photographs of Manhattan, 1964–1969.” Despite
this exposure and activity, Klein struggled to make a living as a photographer
and drove a cab in New York City to support himself.16
Klein’s photo essays of Minneapolis and New York City belong to the tradition of “street photography,” to borrow a term from Colin Westerbeck and
Joel Meyerowitz. Identifying himself as a street photographer, Klein informed
Caulfield in 1964, “I enjoy nothing so much as losing myself in the contemplation of familiar objects: people sitting around and the drift of the streets.”
Caulfield pointed out in her Modern Photography profile that “Klein has
learned to work in the classic 35 mm candid tradition.” He used Leica cameras with normal and wide-angle lenses and fast film to record his subjects
in an “unobtrusive and unintrusive manner.” Noting a quality that would
later become important in “New Settlers,” Caulfield observed, “In most of
his pictures people seem completely unaware of the camera.” He carefully
framed his shots, relied on natural light, and did not crop his photographs in
the darkroom. In “Minnesota Fire,” Klein captures “the decisive moment”
with a singular image of a street scene. Cartier-Bresson has defined this
technique as “the simultaneous recognition, in a fraction of a second, of the
significance of an event as well as of a precise organization of forms which
give the event its proper expression” (ill. 5). Dark clouds and smoke fill most
of the shot while a telephone pole, wires, and a fireman’s ladder bisect the
photograph. In the foreground, several bystanders, unaware of the camera,
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ill. 5. minnesota fire
(Photograph courtesy Irwin B.
Klein Estate)

observe the fire; a solitary woman, clutching her winter coat, walks toward
the artist. The photograph later appeared in Mirrors and Windows: American
Photography since 1960, an exhibition curated by John Szarkowski at MoMA
in 1978 and in an exhibit catalog of the same title. In his review of Mirrors
and Windows in Time magazine, Robert Hughes described “Minnesota Fire”
as “an exquisitely formal-looking image.”17
Klein’s “New Settlers” series, particularly his intimate portraits of individuals, couples, and families either posing for or oblivious to the camera,
represents a departure from his photo essays of Minneapolis and New York
City and the photojournalistic approach of Altman. “I have proceeded slowly,
rather than in a journalistic fashion, and tried to enter into the time, space,
and light which envelopes [sic] my subjects,” Klein explained in a press release
for an exhibition of his work in 1970. Coleman seemed to understand the
artist’s intentions. In his Village Voice review published in 1969, he wrote,
“More concerned with the people than with their activities, Klein captured
the shiftings of a group mood as its presence begins to inhabit an alien territory.” The image of a group of hippies milling around outside an adobe
building at a commune encapsulates Coleman’s assessment (ill. 6). Klein
occupied a unique space between observers like Altman, who “dropped in”
on the scene but “never dropped out,” and active participants like Price and
Law, who completely immersed themselves in the new settler lifeway. More
importantly Klein’s technique and approach give his photographs more depth
and resonance than the work of other photographers who documented the
counterculture in northern New Mexico, among them Law, who, in her own
words, “wanted to capture the moment the best I could so I could share the
moment with others so they would feel what I saw.”18
****
Drawing from the body of work shot in New Mexico, Klein selected eighty
photographs and arranged the images into eight chapters. He hoped to publish
these photographs along with an introduction as “The New Settlers of North-
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ill. 6. sunday lunch, sue standing on stump, five star (nm49)
(Photograph courtesy Irwin B. Klein Estate)

ern New Mexico.” He spent the last few years of his life in New York taking
photographs of the streets of Brooklyn. In March 1974, Klein died of a heart
attack in a hospital where he was recovering from a fall from his apartment
window near the Brooklyn Bridge, perhaps an attempt to commit suicide.
Prior to his tragic death, he was working on a series of photographs of shrines.
All of his negatives, most of his prints, and his cameras and equipment were
either lost or stolen. One can only guess what his oeuvre as a whole looked
like. The color slides from his Brooklyn street life photographs were displayed
for the first time at Domeischel Gallery in New York City in 2009. His other
work is archived in the permanent collections of the George Eastman House,
the Museum of Modern Art, the New York Public Library, and the Brooklyn
Museum.19
****
In order to approach the “New Settlers” series as historical evidence, historians must attend carefully to the words that Klein chose to frame his images for
his prospective audience. He began by declaring himself a participant as well
as an observer. He argued that readers should not understand his work solely as
his own creation, a product of the genius of the autonomous artist, but rather
as a collaboration with his subjects. He told his audience at the outset that this
collection was “part family album,” since he thought about those communitarians with whom he had spent considerable time in New Mexico as family (ill.
7). He also called the series “part document,” for he saw hip experiments with
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ill. 7. alan, fly, and mickey beside plow wheel,
vallecitos (nm30)
(Photograph courtesy Irwin B. Klein Estate)

simple living as history in the making. He delimited the work’s function as
documentary, however, by also pronouncing it “part myth”—a remark difficult
to decipher, but perhaps intended to call attention to his work’s participation
in the creation of the myth around hippies and their way of life, or to caution
readers not to read too much into these photographs, given his keen awareness
of how much he had not captured through the camera lens.20
Although Klein did not conceive of his project as a systematic documentation of the countercultural experiment, at least one settler who watched
him work suggests that his impulse as documentarian was stronger than his
introductory remarks might indicate. His friend Donna Elliot characterized
him as more “an observer and documenter” than an active participant; another
friend, Caroling Geary, recalled that he was relatively uninvolved in the dayto-day activities of the new communities.21 If these descriptions are accurate,
Klein’s series fits even more squarely in the tradition of socially conscious
camerawork that stretched from Jacob Riis in the Gilded Age through the
Farm Security Administration photographers of the Great Depression, and
beyond. Undoubtedly, Klein also felt the influence of the deliberately subjective immersion approach to reporting on social phenomena that blossomed
in the 1960s under the rubric of New Journalism. This fresh approach to
news-gathering was a radical reaction to the pieties and politics of “objective” reporting, the method that the modernized profession had embraced to
distance itself from the partisan muckraking of the Progressive Era. Scholars
who approach Klein’s compilation as historical evidence must balance Elliot’s and Geary’s recollections against Klein’s introductory remarks. The
new settlers knew that their photographer was not a fully committed fellow
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insider. Yet, his sympathy and respect for their efforts were unmistakable, and
facilitated the extraordinarily “unobtrusive but revealing” rapport between
photographer and subject foretold by Coleman in his review in 1969 and
evident in the images that comprise “New Settlers.”22
While Klein shared his subjects’ dream of transforming the world not
through the organization of mass movements so much as through the
proliferation of a radical, transcendent cultural sensibility, he managed to
maintain a social and historical perspective on hippies’ efforts to develop
that sensibility. He shared a desire to “develop a viable way of life outside
our urban technological complex” with many other bohemian radicals of his
time. And like many participants in the counterculture, Klein saw these efforts
as, in part, examples of the “perennial attempt of human beings to renew
the patterns of their lives.”23 He reminded Americans that to live in houses
clad with mud was not an exercise in antiquarianism but rather an effort to
address pressing problems of ecological sustainability and widespread alienation through simple living—a deeply Rousseauvian rejection of the postwar
American belief that progress toward an ever-more-refined civilization could
be achieved through the development, embracement, and application of complex technology (ill. 8). That stance no
doubt seems unremarkable to students
of the countercultural movement of
the 1960s—and it should, since one can
derive it from a host of other contemporary sources. Yet Klein’s explanation of
his choice of the term settler marks him
as a keen and noteworthy observer of
the tumultuous events swirling around
him. He rejected the notion common
among hippies and journalists of the day
that collective living—indeed, all things
hip—represented a resounding break
from the past.24 Instead, Klein argued, in
the company of other astute participants
in the scene, that by the time the new
settlers had begun to make their mark
in New Mexico, the unbounded idealism that initially propelled many in the ill. 8. girls with sheep, vallecitos
counterculture back to the land had al- (nm37)
ready begun to evolve into a reiteration (Photograph courtesy Irwin B. Klein
of patterns deeply rooted in American Estate)
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history. In making this move, Klein beat
historians of the counterculture to the
punch by discerning a fundamental shift
in thinking among cultural radicals in the
late 1960s. He organized the “New Settlers”
around this shift, which he described as a
“rite of passage from innocence to experience . . . a development away from the
image of the hippie toward older American
archetypes [such as] the pioneer and the
independent yeoman farmer.”25
This rich and incisive passage deserves
explication if historians are to understand
what Klein believed he had captured in
his photographs (ill. 9). We can do this
along two dimensions. The first involves
the evolution of countercultural thinking
ill. 9. girl in windowsill,
about the means and ends of the revoluvallecitos (nm281)
tion in consciousness that they advocated.
(Photograph courtesy Irwin B. Klein
In the early days of hip bohemianism,
Estate)
many dreamed that humans might find
a way to live in a state of perpetual ecstatic liminality, liberated completely
from the limitations of social structure—a possibility seemingly revealed in
the course of experimentation with psychedelic drugs, anarchistic forms
of a moneyless economy, open-land communalism, and Asian mysticism.
This attitude was certainly the end of the continuum that Klein labeled
“innocence.” Although many hippies who believed they had experienced
the oneness of all things with the help of lysergic acid diethylamide (LSD)
remained beguiled by the beauty of that vision, others gradually became
convinced that there were earthly limits to this transcendence. Over time,
experience taught them that, to use the terminology of anthropologist Victor Turner, the ecstatic state of antistructure, whether induced by ritual
processes or mind-altering drugs—necessary as hippies thought it was to
human welfare—could last only for a moment. They reasoned, however,
that while humans might not be able to live perpetually in the ecstasy of
antistructure, the attempt to restore periodic access to that transcendent
experience—however temporary—was still a radical departure from the
American faith in consumerism, technological innovation, and private
property. Counterculturalists remained convinced that modern Americans
suffered deeply from an “uptight” overemphasis on structure and order.26
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One of the implications of this steadfast belief was that, if conventional
American society languished in a world of rigidity, many hippie communes
remained in the grips of an illusion that the new social order would emerge
spontaneously in the absence of any structure at all. From the perspective
of those moving away from innocence, the result was, to borrow a phrase
from anthropologist Anthony F. C. Wallace, the creation of “slums” in the
countercultural “wilderness” that did not serve the interests of hippies intent
on social transformation. In June 1976, Arthur Kopecky, a resident of the
New Buffalo commune near Taos, expressed a growing impatience with the
stagnation that resulted from the “innocent” common understanding that
each member must be free to do his or her own thing. He wrote in his journal: “We want business—no more food stamps or welfare or being so broke.
We’ve got a lot of people [at the commune], so we’ll have to think bigger.”
Thinking bigger meant rationalizing the commune’s economic activities
and identifying a niche on the margins of the larger society that they could
exploit to achieve economic independence. The choice to pursue economic
self-sufficiency required residents to commit to a common vision: sacrifice
a measure of individual autonomy in exchange for the economic autonomy
that they could achieve through coordinated, collective effort.27
Kopecky’s push for rationalization met with keen resistance. Disgruntled
hippies departed New Buffalo, but months later, they returned to reclaim
the commune at gunpoint in the name of the original dream: to reach a state
of never-ending ecstasy through the rejection of all imposed order. Other
communes of the era struggled with the same questions. After many years of
growing unease and internal debate at the Farm commune in south central
Tennessee, those in favor of modifying the original dream won out without
resorting to weapons, although the community underwent a wrenching
decollectivization and reduction in population in 1983. Klein had already
seen this pattern clearly enough a decade earlier to adopt it as the organizing principle for his selection of photographs in the “New Settlers” series,
providing historians a framework for interpreting the images and a means
for periodizing the history of the rural counterculture.28
The second dimension of Klein’s compelling statement about the shift
from innocence to experience deserving explication is his invocation of the
settler on the western frontier and of the “independent yeoman farmer” as
Jungian “archetypes” in the American unconscious. Once again, as an observer of events still unfolding, Klein demonstrated a keen understanding of
patterns that scholars creating the new history of the American West would
soon discover. These New Western historians have pondered the enduring
mythology fed by Frederick Jackson Turner’s frontier thesis, first unveiled in a
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public lecture in 1893. An important part of this mythology is faith in the West
as a land of renewal and independence.29 Klein also intuited the significance
of hippies in social historians’ later examinations of the twentieth-century rise
of an individual identity grounded in consumption at odds with an older vision
of individual (masculine) identity grounded primarily in the production of
things for the common good. In that shunted-aside democracy of producers,
genuine equality required broad access to resources, including, in author
Edward Bellamy’s utopian portrait, access to agricultural land.30 Klein’s use
of the term yeoman invokes the Jeffersonian—and Crévecoeurian—vision of
political power exercised by local communities subject to influence mostly by
those men who worked the land that they owned. That archetype, ironically,
fueled both radical and conservative challenges in the 1960s to Franklin D.
Roosevelt’s model of a government-regulated industrial economy.31
Klein’s perception of a movement from innocence to experience is readily apparent in his sequencing of the images in the “New Settlers” series.32
“David in the Mansion” portrays a slender youth sporting a broad-brimmed
hat, standing in an interior doorway of a house in El Rito (see ill. 2). His
visage, shining like a new penny, contrasts sharply with the worn, faded
wallpaper that lines the interior. Signs of
hippie presence appear in the subsequent
photos: a batik image of a Plains Indian
draped over the edge of a cupboard (ill.
10); a reproduction of the Mona Lisa
adorning a doorway as naked children
play (ill. 11); Irwin Klein’s brother, Alan,
seated in front of an adobe house (ill.
12); a woman picking fruit (ill. 13); and
a sunlit interior scene, in which a star
chart has been tacked above a desk and
a psychedelic poster for an establishment
called the Pot Shop appears at eye level
(ill. 14). The counterculturalists’ arrival
in the Taos area from more urban places
signaled ongoing momentum in their
search for ecstatic utopia. They probably
had not fully confronted the challenges
of sustaining themselves in this dry land,
ill. 10. kitchen window of
but historians cannot be sure: Klein did
mansion, el rito (nm07)
not document the order in which he shot
(Photograph courtesy Irwin B. Klein
Estate)
these scenes.
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Above left: ill. 11. mother and babies
through adobe doorway, el rito
(nm08)
(Photograph courtesy Irwin B. Klein
Estate)
Above: ill. 12. alan sitting in front
of abode, el rito (nm16)
(Photograph courtesy Irwin B. Klein
Estate)
Left: ill. 13. woman picking fruit, el
rito (nm12)
(Photograph courtesy Irwin B. Klein
Estate)
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ill. 14. light from solar reflector on desk, van dresser’s solar
house in potrero canyon, carson national forest (nm21)
(Photograph courtesy Irwin B. Klein Estate)

ill. 15. hog farmers
parade, el rito (nm25)
(Photograph courtesy Irwin
B. Klein Estate)

Even more evocative of the hippies’ initial state of innocence is the sequence
of photos (NM23–NM28) that records the arrival of the celebrated collective
known as the Hog Farm in El Rito in 1968 (ill. 15). Actor Hugh Romney (later
known as Wavy Gravy), one of the key figures in the group, described the Hog
Farmers as “an expanded family, a mobile hallucination, an army of clowns
. . . fifty people on a perpetual trip, citizens of earth.” These former residents
of a bona fide hog-farming operation in southern California had taken to the
road in search of land in New Mexico. They set up camp in El Rito for a time
and staged a Fourth of July parade in the town, with some of their members—
and a swine called Pigasus—dressed in carnivalesque costumes (ill. 16). The
group eventually purchased land to the south of El Rito in Llano. Although
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most members returned to California after a
time, the location still housed a number of
Hog Farmers in the late 1990s.33 Klein’s images of this flamboyant commune-on-wheels
certainly stand in sharp contrast to the modest
self-presentation of many new settlers, as captured in his contemplative portrait of a close
friend, whose weathered face, tangled beard,
and wrinkled work shirt all complement the
steady gaze communicating a determination
to remain, come what may (ill. 17).
Moving further into Klein’s sequence,
past the images of the Hog Farmers and
photographs of the short-lived Church of the
Five Star Ranch (NM42–NM49), the shift to
experience that so fascinated him begins to
ill. 16. wavy gravy and hog
emerge in images of a sparse, dry landscape farmers parade, el rito (nm23)
and the labor it required of all those settlers (Photograph courtesy Irwin B.
and farmers attempting to live within the Klein Estate)
limits it imposed. 34 Certainly, in the earlier
sequences there are shots of hippies hard at work. In one image, for example,
a man pauses in his labor with a long-handled tool, perhaps a hammer or
axe, when noticing a visitor at the fence while his daughter feeds goats in the
foreground (ill. 18). Such images of laboring
hippies become far more frequent in later
images. A weaver works fabric in one photo
(ill. 19) and two men repair a fence while a
horse grazes in the background in the next
frame (ill. 20). In another image, a man
begins his work with lumber and tools as
the morning sun peeks over the horizon (ill.
21). The sequence NM641–NM73 presents a
woman chopping wood (ill. 22), boys feeding
goats inside a barn (or, perhaps, in a house),
a woman milking a goat, a man struggling to
drag a dairy can filled with water to his thirsty
horses, a pair of men operating a cross-cut saw
ill. 17. portrait of larry
to procure firewood on a wintry day, and a
palmiter, el rito (nm35)
crew engaging in the back-breaking labor
(Photograph courtesy Irwin
of fashioning adobe bricks (ill. 23).
B. Klein Estate)
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Above: ill. 18. guppie
feeding danny’s goat, el
rito (nm20)
(Photograph courtesy Irwin B.
Klein Estate)
Right: ill. 19. the weaver
(nm59)
(Photograph courtesy Irwin B.
Klein Estate)
Below: ill. 20. fixing fence
(nm60)
(Photograph courtesy Irwin B.
Klein Estate)
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Left: ill. 21. carpenter at dawn (nm64)
(Photograph courtesy Irwin B. Klein Estate)
Right: ill. 22. woman chopping wood in shelter book (nm641)
(Photograph courtesy Irwin B. Klein Estate)

ill. 23. crew making adobes in shelter book (nm73)
(Photograph courtesy Irwin B. Klein Estate)
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Clearly these scenes invite many questions from viewers hoping to use
them as historical evidence: what was the sexual division of labor among the
new settlers; how did the settlers acquire the skills practiced in the images;
and what knowledge and skills did these individuals possess upon their arrival?
Standing alone the photographs cannot answer such questions; historians
need a greater variety of sources to contextualize the efforts they depict. Yet,
if historians compare the scenes in these photos to the places from which
their subjects came, stark contrasts immediately emerge. How did these
former university students, urban service workers, and sons and daughters of
the post–World War II suburbs come to seek lives behind walls of mud and
straw or in shacks with weathered doors and windows salvaged from other
structures? Automobiles and power lines announce that this place is not the
primitive Southwest conjured by John Wayne movies or by tourist brochures.
But the contrast between the built environments of their former and present
lives—between shaded suburban streets and sidewalks and the rutted roads
down which they now traveled in search of firewood—would deepen the
information received from their journals, letters, and tax records.
Klein also included scenes of social interaction in his series, for these
images demonstrate that the new settlers were learning forms of interaction
made possible by dropping out of the time-discipline imposed by industrial
and bureaucratic labor. Some of these images appear early in the series (see
ill. 18). Part 8 of the “New Settlers,” entitled “Visits,” includes shots of places
and people whom Klein met in passing. However, the most interesting sequence concerning hippie sociability appears in the final part of the work,
which records a wedding at the New Buffalo commune in Arroyo Hondo. The
first photograph, of the doorway to the round main room of the residence,
shows guests meditating on the performance of a flutist, perhaps prior to the
ceremony (ill. 24). The next photograph, depicting the arrival of the bride
and groom, is a study of how the couple negotiated the tensions between hip
ill. 24. the gathering
inside the main room
(nm81)
(Photograph courtesy
Irwin B. Klein Estate)
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ill. 25. bride and groom (nm82)
(Photograph courtesy Irwin B. Klein Estate)

and conventional marriage rituals (ill. 25). The bride, in a sense, arrives in
the less adventurous costume: a white wedding dress with veil. But the dress
extends only to above the knees, and she wears flat sandals, not high heels. The
groom’s couture reiterates the Haight-Ashbury penchant for Edwardian dress:
he steadies a bowler hat against a gust of wind and leans on a cane (although
we cannot be sure whether the cane served solely as an article of fashion). A
dark sash gathers a peasant shirt at his waist and beads dangle from his neck.
The counterculture contributed mightily to a general trend away from formal
comportment even in solemn (and traditional) rituals such as weddings during
the 1960s and 1970s. If today it has become quite common for couples to stage
weddings in a wide variety of settings and to write at least some of the script, it
is in part because gatherings like this one pointed the way.35
Two photographs give a sense of the dozens of people who gathered for
the wedding celebration. One shows the guests linking hands for a blessing
of the wedding feast (ill. 26). Klein’s shot captures one segment of the circle
standing in front of a slat-sided flatbed truck of considerable age. Mountains
rise in the distance. In the second photograph, the guests serve themselves at
an outdoor trestle table (ill. 27). What stands out in this scene are not the long
hair, beards, and headscarves of the guests, but the utensils on the table: a
mish-mash of everyday kettles and boxes pressed into service for the occasion.
For the assembled settlers, this meal represented a lavishing of resources for
a special occasion, but the investment was not in special dishware, as might
have been the case if the couple had followed the conventions of consumer
society. Rather, the investment was made in the hours that communitarians—
more likely settler women than men—spent preparing generous quantities
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ill. 26. wedding guests blessing food (nm83)
(Photograph courtesy Irwin B. Klein Estate)

ill. 27. wedding feast (nm84)
(Photograph courtesy Irwin B. Klein Estate)

of food, in the time away from everyday routines, and in the wear and tear
on old trucks prone to breaking down on rough dirt roads. The return was
in their release from rural isolation and renewal of the hope that those who
devoted themselves to fashioning a simpler way of life would become an
extended family—a clan or “tribe”—that would deliver its members from
the loneliness and alienation of straight society.
In this possibility of belonging, both to the natural world and to a larger human family, the improvised ritual processes of hippiedom sometimes revealed
themselves as tangible and attainable. On the journey from innocence to
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experience that Klein traced in his photographs, these new settlers of northern New Mexico discovered just how much work—and risk—was involved
in building the alternative structures that, they hoped, would deliver the
experience that Victor Turner called “communitas” far more reliably than
did conventional life. Klein’s legacy to historians is that the relationships he
cultivated with his subjects allowed him to capture the fading innocence
and material poverty of these rural settlements, and their growing strength
and practicality as they gained experience in rural life. More than that, he
captured the new settlers’ inner light as they struggled to build on the earth
warm places that they could genuinely call home.
****
The inner light that Klein captured in his photographs, and the insightful
framing of his images with an introductory essay pointing in the direction
of a sophisticated historical metanarrative, make his artful rendering of the
new settlers historically significant. His framework spoke not only to what
made hippies new and different—many journalists and participants in the
counterculture had already explored that dimension in great detail—but also
to the place the new settlers of New Mexico occupied in longer patterns of
cultural revitalization. This is not to say that Klein was the only participantobserver to do so. As Timothy Miller has so ably demonstrated, most of the
key figures in the early genesis of the counterculture were keenly aware of
past efforts.36 Yet Klein’s rejection of the impulse to snap quick pictures and
return to the city, and his less-partisan perspective on developments that
spoke directly to his own deep longing for a nurturing community, make
his work of particular interest to those who, looking back, strive to place the
counterculture in the larger fabric of twentieth-century American life. Irwin
Klein’s images help vivify the stories historians tell of this time of hope and
seeking, experiment and renewal.
An earlier version of this article was presented as part of “Visions of Utopia,” a panel discussion
at Saint Mary’s College of California in October 2009. We would like to express our appreciation
to the staff of the libraries at Saint Mary’s College and Duke University for assistance with this
project, especially Sue Birkenseer at Saint Mary’s. We would like to thank the following individuals for information about sources: Anita Chernewski, Michael William Doyle, Roy Hammans,
Gretchen Lemke-Santangelo, William Morgan, John Skarsdad, and Joseph Struble. Alan Klein
provided a wealth of detail about his brother’s life while Martha Boessing, Janice Crabb, Donna
Elliott, John Fraser, Caroling Geary, Yvonne Klein, Dave Morton, and Bill Wadsworth shared
their recollections of the late artist. We are grateful to Durwood Ball, John Fraser, and the two
external reviewers for their comments on earlier drafts. Finally, we would like to express our
appreciation to the Irwin B. Klein Estate for permission to reprint “Minnesota Fire” and images
from “The New Settlers of Northern New Mexico”; to Caroling Geary for permission to reprint
the photograph of Klein; and to Nikolai Klein for technical assistance with the photographs.
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Rocky Mountain Heartland: Colorado, Montana, and Wyoming in the Twentieth Century. By Duane A. Smith. The Modern American West Series. (Tucson:
University of Arizona Press, 2008. xiv + 304 pp. 23 halftones, map, suggested
readings, notes, index. $50.00 cloth, ISBN 978-0-8165-2456-3, $22.95 paper,
ISBN 978-0-8165-2759-5.)
Duane A. Smith’s Rocky Mountain Heartland picks up where his previous
work, Rocky Mountain West (1992), left off by taking the histories of Colorado,
Wyoming, and Montana into the twentieth century. Dense with detail, this
new work synthesizes each state’s more recent history, paying particular attention to the cycles of political and economic change. Urbanization, tourism,
and federal expansion join the earlier economic pillars of agriculture and
mining in Smith’s wide-ranging consideration of the development of these
western states. According to Smith, the twentieth century would belong to the
urbanite, not the rural dweller. The work proceeds decade by decade, with
each chapter offering an unusual contrast among Colorado’s, Wyoming’s,
and Montana’s pasts.
Despite its comprehensiveness, Rocky Mountain Heartland struggles to
maintain its narrative alongside the awkwardness of its three-state comparison.
While the variations in each state’s history offer suggestive points, these same
differences create disjointed transitions. Smith himself notes the arbitrary
nature of the boundaries between the states. Given this haphazard political
geography, why stick with only these three states as the book’s organizing
frame? One wonders where other Rocky Mountain states—New Mexico,
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Utah, and Idaho—might have figured in this history, or more critically, what
challenges lay in these states’ histories that go unasked in Smith’s study.
“Unfortunately,” Smith writes of the World War II–era heartland, “a few
people in all three states still looked with disapproval on Indians, Hispanics, and blacks” (p. 164). But questions of race (or for that matter, ethnicity,
class, and gender) receive little analytical development in Smith’s study.
This absence is symptomatic of the book’s general lack of analytical rigor.
Discussing the domestic side of World War I, Smith at one point argues,
“Like its neighbors, Wyoming became extremely patriotic, although antiAmerican sentiment had always been negligible in the state,” but later writes,
“subversives and other un-American types reportedly still stalked the land”
(p. 83). Even replaying these terms invites analytical confusion. According
to Smith, the new West built itself on the old West’s foundation. Regarding
the region’s oft-repeated antigovernment appeals, however, the author falls
back on an old westernism, “that independent-minded, rugged individualism
needed to be maintained in many people’s minds to preserve their West” (p.
146). In another instance, Smith notes that “mounting paternalism by state
and federal agencies” made “individual opportunity less obtainable” as the
old and new West came together (p. 58). With little evidence, Smith insists
that the government increasingly intruded in westerners’ lives (p. 67).
Smith’s study offers an informative treatment of three states, whose histories
are often told separately. As a comparative study, full of topical details, this
work fills a niche. In the end, however, the book is more a sketch of trends
over the century than an in-depth treatment of the region’s past.
Robert Campbell
Montana State University

Converging Streams: Art of the Hispanic and Native American Southwest. Edited by William Wroth, Robin Farwell Gavin, and Keith Bakker. (Santa Fe,
N.Mex.: Museum of Spanish Colonial Art, 2010. 283 pp. 211 color plates, 23
halftones, notes, bibliography, index. $55.00 cloth, ISBN 978-0-8901-3568-6,
$39.95 paper, ISBN 978-0-8901-3570-9.)
Curators have used two basic cyclical approaches in museum displays and
to interpret Native American and Hispanic arts in northern New Mexico.
The first approach has emphasized cultural distinctions, showing how each
society has produced unique art forms that reflect exclusive social identities
in a multicultural environment through time. Native American arts have
been seen as unrelated to Hispanic arts and each Native culture (Navajo,
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Apache, and Pueblo) as unique. Native cultural isolates have sometimes been
conceptualized as corrupted by Hispanic or European American cultural
ideas. The goal of this approach has been to demonstrate that Native peoples
have withstood colonialism and still exist on their own terms.
The second approach demonstrates how cultures and societies interact
with each other in a region. Regardless of the asymmetrical power structures
underlying these contacts, people share ideas and aesthetic principles that
can result in syncretism, a blended regional style based on place. This approach emphasizes overall commonalities, as well as asks basic questions
about known peoples from distinctive cultures, which can create something
new: a regional culture reflecting the ethnic complexity of daily life.
The exhibit Converging Streams: Art of the Hispanic and Native American Southwest is an example of this second approach. This exhibit is about
heterogeneous northern New Mexico during the colonial period and explores
how cultures, conceptualized as resident ethnic groups, intermingled and
developed a new regional style that is recognizable as distinctively Santa Fe
today. Shown at the Museum of Spanish Colonial Art, Converging Streams
focused on how people who find themselves in a multicultural social environment make choices about their art: to keep it distinct, resist acculturative
influences, embrace new artistic ideas, or create something new based on
cultural union. The exhibit’s intellectual grounding is spelled out in Estevan
Rael-Gálvez’s excellent introduction to this catalog. Rael-Gálvez explains that
was an exercise in remembering and deeply understanding the complexity
of regional ethnic convergence. Insightful essays by Cynthia Chavez Lamar
and Robin Given further explore the different groups’ perspectives and how
these changed through time.
As an accompanying catalog, this volume is beautiful: it has crisp color
illustrations of the two hundred-plus pieces in the exhibit as well as standard
art museum identifications. Also presented are orienting texts and contextualizing historic photographs and drawings. These materials are excellent
introductions for beginning students, while for advanced students there are
pieces that have rarely been shown to the public.
The exhibition catalogue is enhanced by articles that further interpret the
art: William Wroth on sacred images; Ann Lane Hedlund on southwestern
textile traditions; Keith Bakker on Pueblo furniture making; Charles M.
Carrillo on Hispanic pottery; Lane Coulter on early traditions of jewelry;
and Enrique R. Lamadrid on intangible expressive culture. There are also
topical articles on cross-cultural exchange in architecture by James Ivey, agriculture by Marc Simmons, and contact goods by Cynthia Chavez Lamar.
This book, with its admirable bibliography, is an excellent addition for anyone
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who concentrates on the U.S. West, Borderlands, or New Mexico’s regional
culture, and who is interested in cross-cultural sharing and the formation of
a regional culture.
Nancy J. Parezo
The University of Arizona

Crossing Borders with the Santo Niño de Atocha. By Juan Javier Pescador. (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 2009. xxiv + 256 pp. 47 halftones, line
drawings, maps, notes, bibliography, index. $34.95 cloth, ISBN 978-0-8263-4709-1.)
This book represents a remarkably detailed exploration into the devotion
to the Santo Niño de Atocha among Mexicans and Mexican Americans in
the United States and the related devotion to Our Lady of Atocha in Spain
and Mexico. The book is both hagiography and historiography, as Juan Javier
Pescador begins each chapter with a vignette drawn from his own family’s
generations-long practice of devotion to the Santo Niño. The intimate process
by which a private devotion became an object of public scholarship that he
recounts is an object lesson in the linking of theological and devotional writing
with more academic approaches to religion. Such a linking is an important
contribution of this book.
The first two chapters delve deeply into primary archival sources to reconstruct the growth of the devotion to Our Lady of Atocha and the advocation of
the baby Jesus known as Santo Niño de Atocha. Pescador traces the roots of
the devotion to early modern Castile and chronicles its growth in importance
from a local devotion to an imperial one. Serving to “establish a ritualized
geography of grace” in Hapsburg, Spain, Our Lady of Atocha was elevated
in importance in the formation of Spain’s imperial ambitions. But in New
Spain, it was not our Lady of Atocha who would ignite subaltern devotional
impulses, but her child, the Santo Niño de Atocha.
Pescador recounts the Santo Niño’s role in brokering economic, political,
and social transitions in a time of instability and violence at the end of the
colonial era and turbulent start of the independence period. The shrine at
Plateros, near Fresnillo, in the silver mining district of Zacatecas, centered first
on a miraculous crucifix and later on Cristo de Plateros, Our Lady of Atocha,
and eventually—and most meaningfully—on el Niño de Atocha. Pescador
argues that in the early nineteenth century, Fresnillo “became a border town
situated between a collapsing old colonial regime and an emerging modern
and disparate national world” (p. 71). Pescador’s work contributes to a growing body of scholarship documenting the deep historical continuities and
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linkages in the region both prior and subsequent to the U.S.-Mexico War
and the contemporary delineation of the border. El Santo Niño de Atocha
became even more a saint of the borderlands, after having already emerged
from a conceptual borderland between empire and independence, and
between Spain and the New World.
This book’s strength lies in its attentive historiography of the devotion to
the Santo Niño de Atocha from the nineteenth to the early twentieth century.
Pescador’s insertion of personal narrative enriches the book and sets it apart
from similar scholarship. However, the end of the book somewhat dilutes the
precision and care that characterizes the rest of the work. Pescador makes
an argument for the importance of and the renewed centrality of old devotions for migrant communities facing contemporary challenges. However,
his argument makes insufficient use of the now voluminous scholarship on
immigrant religion and immigration in general. His secondary bibliography
draws almost entirely from scholarship on religion and does not provide a
versatile-enough toolkit to tackle the topics he wants to address in the latter
part of the book. This unwillingness to engage with prominent scholarly
conversations on the topics of transnationalism, migration, immigrant assimilation, and racialization results in an unfortunate narrowing of the book’s
appeal. Pescador’s inartful critique of the dehumanization of Mexicans in
the United States is particularly underdeveloped. Nonetheless, this book will
be relevant for border studies scholars, scholars of Mexican and MexicanAmerican religions, and scholars of devotional practices in general.
Alyshia Gálvez
Lehman College

Fur, Fortune, and Empire: The Epic History of the Fur Trade in America. By
Eric Jay Dolin. (New York: W. W. Norton, 2010. xvii + 442 pp. 30 color plates,
48 halftones, line drawings, maps, notes, bibliography, index. $29.95 cloth,
ISBN 978-0-3930-6710-1.)
Eric Jay Dolin, who previously wrote about whaling in America, turns to
the exploitation of land mammals in this readable overview of fur trading over
three centuries in regions that became part of the United States. This popular
history is the best introduction to that complex and confusing topic, making
it comprehensible, if not comprehensive, for general readers through logical
thematic transitions based on sequential chronology. Dolin demonstrates a
modern sensitivity to environmental issues by treating the most marketable
mammals—beavers, sea otters, and bison—as “characters” in the story. He
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describes their physical features and discusses depopulations in an “Age of
Extermination,” while remaining fascinated with wealthy fur merchants and
romanticized mountain trappers (pp. 310–11).
The author’s thesis is that the “fur trade was a powerful force in shaping
the course of American history from the early 1600s through the late 1800s”
(pp. xv–xvi). This position is so well accepted that scholars will find nothing new in his derivative synthesis of original research by generations of
academic historians. Because Canada is left out of the book, serious readers
must continue to rely on historian Paul Chrisler Phillips’s two-volume classic, The Fur Trade (1961), for coverage of North America as a whole. And
readers looking for information about fur trading in the Southwest may be
disappointed with his short and spotty coverage of that region. Dolin does
not introduce the West of Lewis and Clark until page 173, and he deals with
the Taos trappers and Santa Fe Trail in a mere ten pages before returning to
German-American businessman John Jacob Astor, who made his fortune in
fur trading, and who dominates the last half of this book.
This lack of balance is Dolin’s major flaw. He gives too much attention to
the physiques and personalities of the mountain men while omitting details
about a vast variety of Indian nations. The author devotes only eight lines of
simplistic text to the significant subject of the métis—thirteen lines less than
an overly long and largely irrelevant description of bull-baiting (pp. 245, 275).
Dolin credits St. Louis as the premier fur trade capital in the U.S. West but
regrettably omits any mention of Auguste Chouteau, the city’s co-founder,
family patriarch, and dominant early merchant.
This beautifully illustrated book is well supported with ninety pages of endnotes. They should be perused for additional details provided by scholars who
did the difficult detective work that Dolin merely summarizes. The blurbs on
the book jacket are overly exuberant in praising clear but not eloquent prose
by a nonauthority whose “discovery” that the Massachusetts Pilgrims sustained
their early colony with beaver exports came as a “surprise” to him (p. xv).
J. Frederick Fausz
University of Missouri-St. Louis

The Imprint of Alan Swallow: Quality Publishing in the West. By W. Dale
Nelson. (Syracuse, N.Y.: Syracuse University Press, 2010. xxii + 208 pp. 28
halftones, notes, bibliography, index. $17.95 cloth, ISBN 978-0-8156-0952-0.)
Alan Swallow was a poet, critic, lecturer, and university professor. He
also founded the Swallow Press, “the biggest little” publishing enterprise in
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the West, “known all over the eastern seaboard.” Swallow’s authors included
Anaïs Nin, Vardis Fisher, and Frank Waters. Swallow’s stature as a pioneer
in literature and publishing in the West warranted a biography outlining his
contributions. In The Imprint of Alan Swallow: Quality Publishing in the
West, W. Dale Nelson presents his story: a man who was passionate about
books and very much the product of wide open spaces.
Alan Swallow was born in 1915, the son of farmers in Powell, Wyoming.
His bookishness and avid early reading and writing, especially in high school,
led to a full ride scholarship to the University of Wyoming upon graduating
from high school in 1932. As an undergraduate, he edited the school’s literary
magazine and student newspaper, debated, and was elected to the American
College Quill Club. He married Mae Elder in 1936, the summer before his
senior year. Their daughter Karen was born in 1943. He graduated with honors
in June 1937, and won honorable mention for a college verse competition,
judged by writers John Crowe Ransom, Robert Tristam Coffin, and Robert
Penn Warren. With Warren’s help, Swallow sought a fellowship for graduate
study at Louisiana State University in Baton Rouge. He received a reader’s
fellowship, completed his master’s degree in one year, and acquired his PhD
three years later.
In 1940 Swallow launched his publishing career in a garage with a one
hundred dollar loan and a five-by-eight Kelsey hand press. He repaid the
loan with the profits from Sheila Corley and Fredrick Brantley’s Signets: An
Anthology of Beginnings, which he published in 1940, and resolved to publish
books according to his standards, ignoring the prattle of reviewers or New
York publishers’ opinions.
Swallow continued publishing over the next twenty-five years. After a
stateside stint in the army, he taught, edited, and reviewed as many as sixty
books a year, wrote poetry, lectured, and discovered new talent like poet Tom
McGrath. He entertained writers such as J. V. Cunningham and James T. Farrell at his Denver home and pursued his fondness for restoring automobiles,
horse and stock car racing, baseball, and basketball. He worked prodigiously,
often performing all publishing tasks himself, from acquiring manuscripts
and editing, to shipping, sometimes in pain due to recurring health problems,
and once on crutches.
On Thanksgiving Day in 1966, at the age of fifty-one, Alan Swallow died
at home at his typewriter. His narrative serves as a jeremiad of the problems
besetting publishers worldwide, from maintaining staff to sales representation.
But more immediately, Dale Nelson’s biography (based in part on research
conducted by the late Tom Auer, founder/publisher of Denver’s Bloomsbury
Review, another champion of overlooked western writers) stands as an allegory
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for the history of publishing in the West, which now boasts an organization
of ninety-four member presses.
Nancy Coggeshall
Reserve, New Mexico

The Lakota Ghost Dance of 1890. By Rani-Henrik Andersson. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 2008. xxii + 437 pp. 11 halftones, maps, table, appendixes, notes, bibliography, index. $50.00 cloth, ISBN 978-0-8032-1073-8.)
Ever since U.S. soldiers massacred Big Foot’s band of Lakotas at Wounded
Knee in 1890, scholars have been trying to sort out what the Ghost Dance
meant to the Lakotas and how the dance led to violence. Building on the
work of ethnographer James Mooney, who relied primarily on government
documents and newspapers, scholars have tended to view the Ghost Dance
as an “outbreak,” or a challenge to federal authority that led to tragedy at
Wounded Knee. By utilizing Lakota primary sources and telling the story
through multiple perspectives, Finnish scholar Rani-Henrik Andersson offers a convincing argument that the Ghost Dance was a peaceful religious
movement that grew out of traditional Lakota culture, beliefs, and religious
practices.
Andersson’s study is influenced by the methodology of historian Robert
F. Berkhofer. To tell the “Great Story,” argues Berkhofer and Andersson,
you must present the voices of all of the participants in a historical event
within the context of their cultural backgrounds. In this case, Andersson
divides his book into six different stories or views of the Ghost Dance: the
Lakota people, government agents, military (mostly officers), missionaries,
journalists, and the U.S. Congress. After beginning the book with a cursory
overview of Lakota history and federal Indian policy, Andersson tells the story
of the Lakota Ghost Dance through these six lenses. The chapter on the
Lakota is the most comprehensive, and probably the most groundbreaking.
Here, Andersson utilizes translated Lakota sources to place the Ghost Dance
within traditional Lakota culture. The Ghost Dance, Andersson argues, was
a religious reaction to the many problems Lakotas faced on the reservation,
not a challenge to federal authority. This is not necessarily a new argument.
Anthropologist Raymond DeMallie and historian Jeffrey Ostler, for example,
have made several arguments about the peaceful nature of the dance. But
no one has been as thorough as Andersson.
The chapters on the military and press coverage are also quite impressive. The military is usually vilified because of the atrocities committed at
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Wounded Knee. Andersson argues, however, that although Gen. Nelson A.
Miles might have viewed the Ghost Dance as a threat, junior officers who
were in the field and intimately aware of what was developing on the Pine
Ridge reservation did not view the dancing as a precursor to war. Essentially,
Andersson argues that had General Miles listened to his officers, the Wounded
Knee tragedy might not have happened. Likewise, the press is often blamed
for perpetuating the idea that the Ghost Dance was aggressive and warlike.
After a comprehensive analysis of the major newspapers that reported on the
Ghost Dance, the author suggests that not all press coverage was negative,
and that the journalists at Pine Ridge reported the information fed to them
by military and government agents.
The chapters on the missionaries and the U.S. Congress are not as successful. There is little new information in these chapters, and although the voices
of missionaries and congressmen are important to Andersson’s methodology,
the material could have been rolled into other chapters.
Although this is a very readable book, examining the Ghost Dance through
six different points of view makes it repetitive. Essentially, the author rewinds
the clock at the beginning of each chapter and tells the story again, albeit
through another lens. This study originated as the author’s doctoral dissertation and it still has a dissertation-like feel in organization and presentation.
Andersson might have told a better story by melding the six chapters into one
cohesive, streamlined narrative. Nonetheless, this is a thoroughly documented
study that incorporates rarely utilized Lakota sources. The work is the most
comprehensive study of the Ghost Dance to date and it offers an intriguing
new look at the events that developed at the Lakota agencies in 1890 and the
ensuing tragedy at Wounded Knee. Scholars and the public will find much
of interest in Andersson’s lively book.
Mark R. Ellis
University of Nebraska at Kearney

The War for Mexico’s West: Indians and Spaniards in New Galicia, 1524–
1550. By Ida Altman. (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 2010.
xx + 340 pp. 16 halftones, maps, notes, bibliography, index. $28.95 paper,
ISBN 978-0-8263-4493-9.)
As Ida Altman writes, the sources on which she bases The War for Mexico’s
West have long been known to scholars. Publication of Altman’s book is, nevertheless, an important event for readers of English interested in the history of
Spanish colonization of the New World and the history of relations between
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Europeans and Native Americans. Until now there has been no comprehensive
study in English of the extension of Spanish sovereignty into New Galicia. As a
consequence, awareness has been sketchy among English speakers of the pivotal
events of the 1520s to the 1540s in Jalisco, Nayarit, Sinaloa, and Zacatecas.
Those events drove the political, social, and economic transformation of
northwestern New Spain in the sixteenth century. They led to the discovery
of unprecedented mineral resources in the Sierra Madre Occidental and the
Gran Chichimeca, which dramatically and permanently reshaped the lives
of millions of people around the world. The lengthy and uneven conquest of
New Galicia both stimulated and frustrated Spanish interest in what is now
the American Southwest. Although relatively unknown today, it is on the
quarter century between 1524 and 1550 that much of the subsequent trajectory
and timing of the histories of Mexico and the United States turned.
It is difficult to overstate the consequences for the Spanish colony, the
various Native polities of the region, and the international economy if the
campaign mounted and led by Viceroy Antonio de Mendoza in 1541 had
not ended major hostilities of the Mixtón War in New Galicia. At the very
least, the extension of Spanish sovereignty into what turned out to be the
mineral-rich North would have been substantially delayed. In turn the massive shipment of silver mined at Zacatecas and the surrounding area to Spain
and to Asia could not have occurred when it did, if ever. The ripple effects
of such a postponement are unfathomable.
The War for Mexico’s West also tells a story of the brutal early attempts
at conquest in New Galicia. Gov. Nuño Beltrán de Guzmán’s slaving campaigns of 1535 and thereafter in the Valle de Banderas and elsewhere are no
less horrifying for having been technically legal. The justifications ranged
from providing a livelihood for Spanish settlers to facilitating evangelization.
Nearly five thousand Indian slaves were taken in a period of just two years;
Guzmán himself took one-seventh of them. Guzmán was removed from his
post as governor, arrested, and tried for acts of malfeasance such as slaving.
But nearly eight terrifying years had resulted in the deaths of thousands of
Native people and created intense animosity among thousands more.
It should have come as no surprise, therefore, when Natives of pueblos,
especially in northeastern Jalisco, took to fortified defensive sites in 1540 and
refused to pay tribute to encomenderos. Spanish efforts to force Indians to
return to their traditional pueblos were met with armed resistance and then
counterattack. The result was the most massive threat to Spanish authority
since the days of the conquest of Mexico/Tenochtitlan. Things looked so dire
for the Spanish settlers that the viceroy was compelled to lead a huge armed
force against the largely Cazcan and Zacateca insurgents.
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Although Viceroy Mendoza permitted some slave taking during the
Mixtón War, he also exercised a lenience that must have taken the insurgents
aback. Throughout the “viceroy’s war,” as Altman calls it, the role of Indian
allies of the Spaniards was crucial, as it had been under Guzmán. Solicitous
treatment of allies and their high survival rate under Mendoza stood in dramatic contrast to what they had been under Guzmán. Altman’s treatment
leaves the reputation of Guzmán as low as ever, while that of Mendoza,
New Spain’s longest-serving viceroy, rises even more, as his competence and
consideration for Native peoples are repeatedly highlighted.
When major fighting ended, sporadic resistance continued from time to
time in New Galicia for the greater part of a decade. But decimation of the
Native population in many areas opened the way for transformation of the
region. Thus, The War for Mexico’s West ought to be of broad interest. As
Altman writes, “The real beneficiaries of the pacification of New Galicia were
men like the Oñates, Zaldívars, and Ibarras, who acquired wealth and influence mainly in the West rather than in central Mexico. Their rise to power
reflected New Galicia’s emergence as a distinctive and quasi-independent
region of New Spain, not only politically . . . but socioeconomically as well”
(p. 220).
Richard Flint
University of New Mexico

Perimeters of Democracy: Inverse Utopias and the Wartime Social Landscape
in the American West. By Heather Fryer. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska
Press, 2010. xi + 398 pp. 19 halftones, map, notes, bibliography, index. $50.00
cloth, ISBN 978-0-8032-2033-1.)
This fascinating study began as a history of four “weird American places”:
the Klamath Indian Reservation in southern Oregon; the War Relocation Authority’s Central Utah Relocation Center, also known as Topaz; Vanport, the
Federal Public Housing Authority’s community for Kaiser shipyard workers on
the Columbia River near Portland, Oregon; and Los Alamos, New Mexico,
the secret town where the army’s Manhattan Engineer District developed
nuclear weapons (p. 27). In the course of her research, Heather Fryer came
to see these communities as “inverse utopias.”
These places were utopian in the sense that the federal government
provided their residents with food, shelter, salaried jobs, and schooling. The
government also offered residents the opportunity to participate in political
and social institutions. These utopias, however, were inverted in that the
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economy, schools, and politics were “geared to work backwards.” Fryer argues
that political institutions in these places “furthered government autocracy”
and that “economic participation fostered economic dependency, public
education promoted second-class citizenship, and admission to the mainstream left many on the margins of American life” (p. 284).
Fryer carefully and thoughtfully explores politics, economic participation, education, and everyday life on the Klamath reservation and in Topaz,
Vanport, and Los Alamos. She notes that government officials established
“barbed-wire democracies” in each place. Tribal and community councils
ostensibly allowed residents to participate in self-government, but these bodies
had no real political power. She connects the Indian education program of
the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries with the schools in Topaz
and Vanport. In all of these places, she argues that students were taught how
to think and behave like Americans, but this type of education led children to
see themselves as second-class citizens. Residents of each community found
their economic opportunities restricted. At Topaz, for example, the government took advantage of Japanese Americans by paying them much less for
their labor than they could have made outside the camp. Vanporters earned
good wages in the shipyards, but they and their families could not operate
businesses from their homes, and only merchants approved by the Housing
Authority of Portland were allowed to solicit in Vanport. Los Alamos residents
were forced to rely on the post exchange for all of their consumer needs.
Fryer’s examination of the “resettlement” of Japanese Americans from
Topaz and the termination of the Klamath Reservation makes clear how
limited political participation, economic opportunities, and educational
offerings left former residents ill-equipped to flourish outside these “inverse
utopias.” The study concludes by suggesting that the federal government’s
operation of the Klamath Reservation, Topaz, Vanport, and Los Alamos, followed by the secretive nuclear energy program, left many people in the West
suspicious of its commitment to democracy and equality. This provocative
and engaging book should appeal to readers interested in the West during
World War II and other scholars who explore connections among apparently
dissimilar places.
Kevin Allen Leonard
Western Washington University
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Urban Indians in Phoenix Schools, 1940–2000. By Stephen Kent Amerman.
(Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 2010. xiii + 260 pp. Map, 15 tables,
appendixes, notes, bibliography, index. $40.00 cloth, ISBN 978-0-8032-2985-3.)
How have American Indians negotiated, accommodated, resisted, embraced, or simply survived various urban school systems in the United States,
where they often have been an overlooked minority? This is the larger question that motivates Stephen Kent Amerman’s study of urban Indian students
who attended schools in Phoenix, Arizona, during the second part of the
twentieth century. Amerman looks beyond the familiar case studies of federal
Indian boarding schools to a unique investigation of what it was like to be an
urban Indian in the growing—and rapidly changing—Phoenix metropolitan
area. He examines the goals, values, and experiences that Phoenix Indian
students shared with their Anglo, Chicano/Latino, African American, and
Asian American counterparts, while mapping out how education could be
a particular challenge for Native American students who often experienced
cultural stereotyping and misunderstanding by teachers, school administrators, and fellow students. Amerman further asserts that, prior to the early
1970s, Native students in Phoenix schools were largely invisible.
Amerman skillfully weaves Native voices into his account, which is based
on archival work and interviews with eighteen individuals—sixteen of whom
were Indians—who recount their experiences in Phoenix schools from 1940
to 2000. A number of fascinating tables pepper the book with information
about things like the American Indian population in Phoenix, the changing
racial composition of Phoenix’s schools, and the percentage of minority faculty
at various high schools. A useful map shows the areas within Phoenix that
were important to the city’s Indian community during the second half of the
twentieth century. Amerman’s account makes it clear that Phoenix—which
had the third largest urban Indian population in the United States behind
New York City and Los Angeles in the census of 2000—has had a dynamic
urban Indian community that has often been ignored by both scholars and
the city’s own education system.
Urban Indians is divided into five numbered chapters with a separate
introduction and conclusion. In effect, Urban Indians has two parts: the
first dealing with the years leading up to 1973 and the second covering the
post-1973 period, when Native American cultures and identities were taken
more seriously by the schools, and Native educational and administrative staff
had a somewhat larger presence. The first three chapters deal with Phoenix’s
expanding mid-twentieth-century population, its schools, and the goals of
its Indian students and their parents. The final two chapters give a detailed
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description of how Indian students, parents, and community activists became
highly visible in Phoenix after 1973, when they pressed for changes to make
their schools better places for Indian students. Generally well written and
using accessible language, Urban Indians makes an important historical contribution to our understandings of the urban Indian experience and should
appeal to readers with an interest in the history of Phoenix, the American
Southwest, American Indian and minority education, urban Indians, and
Native American community activism.
Lisa K. Neuman
The University of Maine

Manhattan Project to the Santa Fe Institute: The Memoirs of George A. Cowan.
By George A. Cowan. (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 2010.
175 pp. 65 halftones, line drawing, index. $27.95 cloth, ISBN 978-0-8263-4870-8.)
If the fictional Indiana Jones had been captured by nuclear science rather
than archaeology, he might have found himself dogging the footsteps of the
real-life scientist George Cowan. As a young physics major at Worcester
Polytechnic Institute in the 1930s, Cowan once brought to class a clipping
announcing the discovery of fission in uranium. He was surely in on things
at the beginning. Over the next half century, Cowan’s fascination with the
atom took him from Princeton University—where he bumped up against
the rascally Richard Feynman—through the Manhattan Project to a long
career as a nuclear scientist and adviser to the federal government. Much
bemedaled, Cowan helped advance nuclear science, nurtured high-level
discussions about the nature of science and its role in society, and served his
nation well.
Like other young graduate students learning their scientific crafts during
the Second World War, Cowan found his way into the Manhattan Project at
the University of Chicago’s Met Lab. After the war, he spent time at Columbia
University and the Carnegie Institute of Technology (now Carnegie Mellon
University) before moving to Los Alamos National Laboratory. There he spent
almost four decades in radiochemistry, weapons testing, and nuclear forensics,
an expertise that helped confirm the Soviets’ successful atomic test of 1949.
Over the next decades, he was in the plane that shot the famous “wedding
cake” photo of the atomic test at Bikini Atoll, flew to the North Pole to help
the Pentagon count Soviet submarines lurking beneath the Arctic ice, and
studied atmospheric dynamics in the Antarctic as a member of the White
House science council. Along the way, he became a banker, scoured his
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Dubna hotel room for bugs while at a conference in Russia, wondered about
the feasibility of using nuclear explosives for (peaceful) excavations, and was
bounced from a Las Vegas casino for threatening to break the bank. Toward
the end of his career he became interested in psychology and neuroscience
in an attempt to understand human behavior. In 1984 he helped establish
the Santa Fe Institute, an educational experiment designed to bring together
humanists and scientists in an effort to bridge physicist and novelist C. P.
Snow’s “two cultures.”
Cowan is not one to bask in his many accomplishments. Indeed at times,
these brief, disconcertingly episodic memoirs are driven more by his need
to understand the circumstances that lead one into a life of science. The
result is a testament not just to George Cowan, but to all those like him who
enlisted in that large army of scientists mobilized to meet the challenges of
the Atomic Age. At day’s end, Cowan is a bit saddened by the declining role
of scientists in government. Neither the federal government nor, he suspects,
scientists themselves seem to desire a return to that Cold War commitment
that made careers like his possible. And the country is surely poorer for it.
Would we be so far behind the curve in dealing with problems like global
warming if the state took the advice of men like this more seriously?
Larry Owens
University of Massachusetts-Amherst

A Life Well Led: The Biography of Barbara Freire-Marreco Aitken, British Anthropologist. By Mary Ellen Blair. (Santa Fe, N.Mex.: Sunstone Press, 2009.
307 pp. 59 halftones, bibliography. $24.95 cloth, ISBN 978-0-8653-4496-9.)
In 1908 Barbara Freire-Marreco (1879–1967) earned a diploma in anthropology with distinction as a member of the first class of anthropology students
to graduate from Oxford University. From 1909 to 1911, she held the prestigious
Somerville Research Fellowship, which allowed her to come to the United
States to study. After a summer at Edgar Lee Hewett’s Frijoles Canyon field
school in 1910, her principal research activities were with the Tewa of Santa
Clara and Hano pueblos. Between 1910 and 1913, she lived for extensive periods in these villages, where she was treated with affection and respect for her
remarkable knowledge of the Tewa language and Native customs and for her
ethical research methods. After returning to England, Freire-Marreco earned
an MA from Oxford in 1920 and lectured at the London School of Economics. Finding it difficult to secure a full-time paying position as a professional
woman, she worked as an editor for several important anthropology and
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folklore journals. Although she wrote prolifically, the corpus is little remembered today. This is unfortunate, for her writings on Pueblo social organization, politics, authority, and leadership are as relevant and insightful today
as they were between 1915 and 1920.
This was the extent of my knowledge of Barbara Aitken in 1985 when Barbara Babcock and I included her in an exhibit honoring pioneering women
who had worked in the American Southwest. Today we could add much
more information because Mary Ellen Blair has gathered together Aitken’s
extensive correspondence on her life and ethnographic work in America.
Aitken’s letters are deposited in numerous archives in England and the United
States, making this collection a daunting task. In addition Blair talked with
people who knew or whose ancestors knew Aitken. The result of these efforts
is Blair’s biography, A Life Well Led. While Aitken’s life frames the book—her
early years, education, and life in England following her research trips to the
Southwest—the bulk of the book deals with Aitken’s intellectual and cultural
journeys in Native America and with Americanist anthropology. And what
a journey it was.
For historians of anthropology, the book contains new information on
Hewett, Alice Fletcher, and John P. Harrington. For readers interested in
Pueblo society, there are observational descriptions and reflections of what
life was like in Santa Clara, Isleta, Santo Domingo, and Hano pueblos in
the years before World War I. While this information is quite useful, Blair
impresses less with her historical contextualization of anthropological work.
For example, she scatters affiliational errors—the Bureau of American
Ethnology is not part of the Indian Service nor does the Commissioner of
Indian Affairs report to the Bureau—and interpretive errors about the nature
of different anthropological methods throughout the book. Blair could have
used a good history of the Indian Service and anthropology to help frame
her work. With this said, readers can still concentrate on Aitken’s letters and
writings and learn much about a British social anthropological approach to
Pueblo life and a fascinating woman.
Nancy J. Parezo
The University of Arizona
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The Sundance Kid: The Life of Harry Alonzo Longabaugh. By Donna B. Ernst.
(Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 2010. xxiii + 233 pp. 45 halftones,
maps, appendixes, notes, bibliography, index. $29.95 cloth, ISBN 978-0-80613982-1, $19.95 paper, ISBN 978-0-8061-4115-2.)
The author of this book is a genealogist, so it is appropriate to start this
review with some genealogy. No one in Paul Ernst’s family bothered to watch
the movie Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid (1969) or read the National
Geographic article based on the movie. But friends did, and one day, while
Paul stood in a buffet line, someone accused him of being related to an
outlaw. He questioned family members. An uncle remembered comments
that his father had once made about an uncle who had robbed banks, which
was enough to prompt a more serious inquiry. Paul and Donna read books,
found old newspapers, and retraced the Sundance Kid’s movements across
the West. Donna even published a book, Sundance: My Uncle (1992).
But their investigation did not stop there. For sixteen more years they
continued their research, finding new information and expressing astonishment at the incomplete and inaccurate accounts of earlier writings. Historians
Dan Buck and Anne Meadows examined Butch Cassidy and the Sundance
Kid in South America. In the Library of Congress, they found the Pinkerton
National Detective Agency records, which provided much of the material
for The Sundance Kid.
In broad strokes, what they found does not contradict the movie from 1969.
Born in 1867, Harry Alonzo Longabaugh traveled through the U.S. West,
robbing banks and trains but occasionally trying to “go straight.” He met and
might have married Ethel Place, sometimes called Etta. She may have been
a prostitute or a school teacher, but Donna and Paul Ernst could find little
about her. Butch Cassidy, the Sundance Kid, and Ethel did go through New
York and finally to South America. Ethel left and the two cowboys eventually
died in a shootout. The conclusion here is considerably less romantic than
the movie’s dramatic Hollywood ending. Wounded, Cassidy decided to shoot
his partner in the forehead and then commit suicide to avoid prison.
For anyone seeking the most detailed information available on Longabaugh, this book may well be the place to go. For professional historians,
the author has little to offer other than providing detailed information about
the movements of this famous outlaw. Longabaugh turns to crime, but we
do not know why. Sometimes he tries to “go straight” but, again, we do not
understand the reasons. Unsurprisingly, he left few papers behind and the
Pinkerton Detective Agency had little interest in documenting his thoughts
or motivations. Usually when direct evidence is not available to historians,
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the alternative is to carefully reconstruct the historical context, but historical
context is not a part of this book. Things happen without explanation. For a
time, Longabaugh disappeared, buried in an unmarked Bolivian grave, and
then reemerged in various writings as the Sundance Kid. Historical memory is
at work, but this book overlooks the subject other than to note that it happened.
Christopher Waldrep
San Francisco State University

Book Notes

The Black Middle: Africans, Mayas, and Spaniards in Colonial Yucatan. By
Matthew Restall. (Stanford, Calif.: Stanford University Press, 2009. xviii +
433 pp. 14 halftones, 11 maps, 39 tables, graphs, glossary, notes, references,
index. $65.00 cloth, ISBN 978-0-8047-4983-1.)
Tracing the Santa Fe Trail: Today’s Views, Yesterday’s Voices. By Ronald J.
Dulle, foreword by Leo E. Oliva. (Missoula, Mont.: Mountain Press Publishing Company, 2011. xiv + 195 pp. 182 colorplates, map, notes, bibliography,
index. $22.00 paper, ISBN 978-0-87842-571-6.)
A Spy’s Guide to Santa Fe and Albuquerque. By E. B. Held. (Albuquerque:
University of New Mexico Press, 2011. xvii + 95 pp. 21 halftones, maps, notes,
index. $19.95 paper, ISBN 978-0-8263-4935-4.)
Early Mormon Missionary Activities in Japan, 1901–1924. By Reid L. Neilson.
(Salt Lake City: University of Utah Press, 2010. xiv + 214 pp. 22 halftones, map,
notes, bibliography, index. $29.95 paper, ISBN 978-0-87480-989-3.)
Santa Fe Barnstormers. By Ronald E. Gregg. (Los Angeles, Calif.: Metro
Publications, 2011. 147 pp. 33 halftones, map, chart, notes, appendixes. $25.00
cloth, ISBN 978-0-615-46878-5.)
Rawhide Ranger, Ira Aten: Enforcing Law on the Texas Frontier. By Bob
Alexander. (Denton: University of North Texas Press, 2011. xix + 452 pp. 100
halftones, notes, bibliography, index. $32.95 cloth, ISBN 978-1-57441-315-1.)
Traveling from New Spain to Mexico: Mapping Practices of NineteenthCentury Mexico. By Magali M. Carrera. (Durham, N.C.: Duke University
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Press, 2011. xxi + 325 pp. 25 halftones, 28 line drawings, 32 maps, charts, table,
graph, notes, bibliography, index. $89.95 cloth, ISBN 978-0-8223-4976-1, $24.95
paper, ISBN 978-0-8223-4991-4.)
Blackwater Draw: Three Lives, Billy the Kid and the Murders that Started
the Lincoln County War. By David S. Turk. (Santa Fe, N.Mex.: Sunstone
Press, 2011. 155 pp. 14 halftones, bibliographic essay, notes. $18.95 paper, ISBN
978-0-86534-780-9.)
The Chinese in Mexico, 1882–1940. By Robert Chao Romero. (Tucson:
University of Arizona Press, 2010. xii + 254 pp. Halftones, line drawings, 18
tables, map, notes, bibliography, index. $50.00 cloth, ISBN 978-0-8165-2772-4.)
Borderline Americans: Racial Division and Labor War in the Arizona Borderlands. By Katherine Benton-Cohen. (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University
Press, 2009. 367 pp. 20 halftones, maps, notes, index. $29.95 cloth, ISBN 9780-674-03277-4, $19.95 paper, ISBN 978-0-674-06053-1.)
Hers, His and Theirs: Community Property Law in Spain and Early Texas. By
Jean A. Stuntz, foreword by Caroline Castillo Crimm, preface by Gordon
Morris Bakken. 2d ed. (Lubbock: Texas Tech University Press, 2010. xxv +
217 pp. Maps, appendixes, notes, bibliography, index. $24.95 paper, ISBN
978-0-89672-717-5.)
Funerals, Festivals, and Cultural Politics in Porfirian Mexico. By Matthew D.
Esposito. (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 2010. xvi + 313 pp.
Appendixes, notes, bibliography, index. $29.95 paper, ISBN 978-0-8263-4883-8.)

News Notes

Archives, Exhibits, and Historic (Web) Sites
The Museum of Spanish Colonial Art presents “New Mexico Collects: Private
Treasures.” This exhibit showcases seldom seen art from private collections
within New Mexico and all but one of the items in the exhibit are historic
pieces from Spanish colonies outside New Mexico. The exhibit will be on
display until 27 February 2012. The Museum of Spanish Colonial Art is located
at 750 Camino Lejo in Santa Fe. For more information, call 505–982–2226
or visit the website: http://www.spanishcolonial.org.
The Museum of International Folk Art presents “Young Brides, Old Treasures: Macedonian Embroidered Dress.” This exhibit displays twenty-seven
mannequins in multi-layered ensembles as well as individual garments and
pieces of jewelry. The exhibit will be on display until 6 January 2013. The
Museum of International Folk Art is located at 706 Camino Lejo in Santa
Fe. For more information, call 505–476–1200 or visit the website: http://www.
internationalfolkart.org.
The Albuquerque Museum of Art and History announces “Albuquerque:
Along the Rio Grande.” This exhibit features many of Albuquerque’s beloved
and iconic artifacts representing more than seven hundred years of history
in the central Rio Grande Valley. The exhibit will be on display until September 2013. The Albuquerque Museum is located at 2000 Mountain Road
NW. For more information, call 505–243–7255 or visit the website: http://
www.cabq.gov/museum.
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The Albuquerque Museum of Art and History presents “Goya’s ‘Los Caprichos’
and Social Satire.” This exhibit features an early first edition of “Los Caprichos,”
a set of eighty etchings by Spanish artist Francisco de Goya y Lucientes published in 1799. Included in the exhibit for comparison are other works by Goya.
To augment Goya’s “Los Caprichos” prints, the exhibit will also include the
work of several contemporary artists, including Enrique Chagoya, Jason Garcia
(Santa Clara), Diego Romero (Cochiti), Roger Shimomura, Jaune Quick-toSee Smith (Flathead, Shoshone), and Masami Teraoka. The exhibit opens 5
February 2012 and will run until 13 May 2012. The Albuquerque Museum is
located at 2000 Mountain Road NW. For more information, call 505–243–7255
or visit the website: http://www.cabq.gov/museum.
The Museum of International Folk Art presents “New Mexican Hispanic
Artists, 1912–2012.” This centennial exhibit highlights New Mexican art and
Hispanic artists in the twentieth and twenty-first centuries illustrating traditional folk traditions as well as innovative expressions. This exhibit opens on 13
March 2012 and runs through 28 February 2013. The Museum of International
Folk Art is located at 706 Camino Lejo in Santa Fe. For more information,
call 505–476–1200 or visit the website: http://www.internationalfolkart.org.
Calendar of Events
28–31 March The 59th Annual Conference of the Rocky Mountain Council
for Latin American Studies (RMCLAS) will be held in Park City, Utah,
at the Yarrow Hotel. The RMCLAS Annual Conference provides an opportunity for scholars and graduate students to share original research on
Latin America. More information will be posted at the RMCLAS website:
http://www.rmclas.org.
18–22 April The Organization of American Historians and the National Council on Public History will meet in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, at the Frontier
Airlines Center. More information about the conference is available on the
website: http://annualmeeting.oah.org or http://ncph.org/cms/.
18–22 April The Arizona Centennial Conference will take place at the Pointe
Hilton Tapatio Cliffs Resort in Phoenix. For more information, contact
Vince Murray at 480–227–8173, email: info@arizonacentennial.org, or visit
the website: http://www.arizonacentennial.org.
3–5 May The Western Association of Women Historians will hold its 44th annual
conference at the Doubletree Hotel by Hilton at the Berkeley Marina in Berkeley, California. For more information, visit the website: http://www.wawh.org.
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3–5 May The Historical Society of New Mexico will have its annual New
Mexico State History Conference at the Santa Fe Convention Center. For
more information, visit the website: http://www.hsnm.org.
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